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FBI probe implicates Congressmen
WASHINGTON IAPl- Eight
members of Congress have
bet>n implicated in an fo'BI investi~ation which is the largest
investigation of political
corruption that the . FBI has
ever undertaken. Washington
sources said San~).
No charges have been filed,
nor arrests made, but several
sources said federal officials
were planning to present their
evidence to one or more grand
juries, perhaps as early as this
week.
Code-named Operati«>n Abscam. the investigation used
undercover FBI men posing as
representatives of an Arab
sheik offer'.ng bribes to win a

~
~

casino gambling license a'ld
other favors. the sources said.
About 100 fo'BI agents began
interviewing the 30 subjects of
the probe on Saturday to advise
them of the investigation. read
them their rights. and question
them. "Most of them told t!".e
FBI to go to hell," one source
said.
At least 20 public officials and
10 lawyers and businessmen are
implicated in the probe. a
source familiar with the investigation said.
The source. who askt'd not to
be named, said that FBI agents
paid out almost 1500.000 in cash
to the officials, although fewer
than 10ofthem took any money.

"Some arrangt'd meetings or
did other favors." the source
said.
In addition to state and local
offici~ls in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, the source said
those who became subjects of
the investig;.tion were: U.S.
Sen. Ri>rriv..n A. Williams. Jr.,
D-N.J .. and t: .S Reps. John M.
Murphy.
D-N.Y.,
Frank
Thompson. Jr .• D-N.J., Michael
0. Myers, D-Pa., Raymond F.
Lederer. D-Pa., John W.
Jenrette, D-S.C., John P.
Murtha, u Pa., ant! Richard
Kelly, R-Fia.
Those contacted by the
Associatt'd Press denied any
wrongdomg.

corn.ptirn investi~ation .,.wo
years ago. its New York office
proposed a comp!icated un·
dercover "sting' probe i'l
which <~gents posed as fences
willing to buy stolen ar• and
financial instruments.
The fencing operation went
undercover in the summer of
19711. In order to give it
legitimacy in the eyes of
criminals. the FBI men asked
an informant for a favor.
To ltN' '\Ul)rise of the FBI. the
informant voluilteered the
names of lawyers. local officials
and congressmen who might
help. This turned the probe
toward political corruption in
November 1978.

R~ports of the FBI investigation
prompted
a
weekend
conference
of
Republican congressmen.
governors, and other officials to
urge an ''immediate, full.
impartial" investigation of the
charges by congressional ethics
committfes.
The FBI's probe was conducted in five cities and several
points in between. The cities
were Washin~ton, New York,
Miami, an<t Newark, N.J.,
several of the sources said.
One source close to the investigation gave this account:
The FBI did not begin the
operation as a political
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Gus says with the fines
collected •• the snow ordinance, the city can bny the
Public: Works guys some snow
shovels.

get tickets for
not shot'eling

Southern Illinois University

By Mary Ann McNulty
Staff Writer
About
115
Carbondale
residents and business owners,
along with the city's Depart·
ment of Public Works received
citations last week under
Carbondale's snow removal
ordinance for not shoveling
sidewalks abutting thur
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said.
Yow said the public works
department will be issued a
citation on \lortdav for not
shoveling a patn in front of city-

~;:cto~r~r~:!t ~m':; ~d
North Michaels streets.

..,_.
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Staff photo by Jay Bryant
Taking advantage of the 1 mains of a lHnc:h snow fall that covered
the ground last week. Sh!ve Rypkema, a sophomore in forw~try.
skied down the hills behind tbe SIL-C Arena. SUnday kmperutures
reached a high of 3Z tle~es. Monday will be sunny with kmperatures expected to stay in the low to mid 30s. But Carbondale

may sPe more of the"white stuff" ;\londay night as the forecast
predicts illcreasing cloudiness w_ith a c:ha_nc~ of s!'ow. Tue~ay·s
wmperatures -will fall to a low tn the mid .-OS wrth a c:ontmued
chance or snow.

Police arrest ntan for suspected rape
south of Carbondale, was
Bv uanne Waxman
arrested at about 3 a.m.
Staff Wrikr
A Carbondale man has been Saturday. He is being held in
arrested on charges of Jackson County Jail. Police did
suspected rape in connection rtot release any other inwith the alleged rape of. a formation concerning Smolak's
woman in his home. accordmg arrest.
A Wilson Hall dormitory room
to a report from the Jackson
County Sheriff's Departmen~. was burglarized and an
estimated
$82;; in stereo
Paul W. Smolak, 29, 1s
taken,
police
scheduled to appear .n Jackson equipment
reported
Sunday.
Countv Circuit Court Monday
The off-campus dormitory
for the alleged rape in. his
trailer at about ll p.m. Fnday. room of Arthur S. Bolotnik was
Smolak, n resident of Bush burglarized sometime between
Mob1le Homes on Warren Road Jan. 26 and Feb. 2, according to

police.
Residents of Ste\·enson Arms
evacuated their off-campus
rsidence hall Sunday at about
midnight after a false fire
alarm was activated.
Kenneth D. Craw. 134
Stevenson Arm~ which is
located at 600 W. ;t~ill St., was
arrested on chl'-.-ges of disorderly conduct fo,- allegedly
activati!•g the alarm, universi:y
police sa;d.
Graw. 18, was releast.'CI on $35 ·
bond and is scheduled to appear

in city court Feb. 25.
~ larg~ cast iron bell was
reported stolen over the
weekend from tl>e front l:Jwn of
the Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity located in Small
Group Housing, according to
University Police.
The bell was taken Jan. 26 but
was not reported missing until
last Saturday, police wid.
The bell, which rested on top
of a two-wheeled trailer. was
valued at· about' $i,OOO by
frat~r-oity members.

nte code enfon:ement of·
fJCerS "try to be as consistent as
we can" in isauiiJII citatior4'.
Yow said.
Most of the sick:walks in the
downtown area and those along
emergency snow route "treets
were checked on I>'riday, Yow
said. Officers wiU continue to
ii!Spect sidewalks on Monday.
They will also inspect areas
where citations were issued and
will give out additional tickets
for E-ach day the sidewalks are
not shoveled.
Code enforcement inspectors
tried to issUf' citations to "the
ones lbponsible" if a side~alk
was not cleared. according to
Yow. In some cases. however.
the inspectors could not
determine if the tenant, owner
or someone else was responsible fe~r clearing a path .
City employees have been
trying to determine who is. to
receive tkkets for not shoveling
walks located in front of some
homes and businesses in the
city. The responsible parties
will receive a ticket at a later
date. Yow said.
"It does create a problem for
us (to determine who is
responsible• because many
pe\il•ie have contracts at'ld the
landlord 1s r~ponsible, but
sometimes the tenant is
responsible."
People who receive citations
must appear in city court and
face a fine of between $10 and
$500. Yow said.
The snow shoveling ordinance. which requires tenants
and homeowners to ciear a path
at least 30 inches wide on city
sidewalks that abut their
property. became effective at 8
a.m. l>'riday-24 hours after
snow stopped falling.
'l'he citations issued Friday
and l\londay are the first to be
issued after the Jllinois
Supreme Court uphel•t the
constitutionality of the· ordinance in December.

The fence came down
to save a few steps
By Mary Ann Mc~ulty

S.arf Writer

Retirea
City
Clerk
Elizabeth Leighty isn't too
sure that good fences make
good neighbors. as the saying
goes.

The carbondale resident
tried a redwood fence the
first time. She had it installed
diagonally across her front
,·ard at the comer of South
Poplar and West College
streets.
She wanted to stop peoplemainly SIU-C students who
populate that part of townfrom taking a shortcut across
her lawn. The trespassers
used the shortcut so much
that the~ had worn a path in
the la~-n and the soil was
washing away. Leighty said.
"The path keeps getting
wider and wider and the top
soil is eroding,·· she said. •·t
just thought if I could get the
students to stop going across
long enough to get the grass

growing again that the soil
wouldn't wash away."
The 4-foot fence was put up
during Christmas break. But
during the first week of
spring semester classes.
Leighty said. she lookfJ out
her window and found that
someone had broken the
fence.
The fence cost about $200.
said Leighty, who has lived in
the house since 1955. She said
she thought about putting in
hedges or other fences, but
she was draid they would
block motorists' view of
oncominl! traffic at the
comer.
''I'm not trying to be unfriendly. I thought it might
help keep my top soil. I'm
interested in Carbondale and
young people. bull feel I have
my rights to my prooertv.
Leighty said she couldn't
see why people even take the
path. when it cuts off such a
small distance. She also

Brzezi11ski t"isits refugees
ISL.\MABAD. Pakistan IAPl
Zbigniew
Brzezinsk!.
President Carter's national
security adviser. \'isited a
refugee camp inside Pakistan
on Sunday and toid hundreds of
cheering Afghans: "You will
prevail ... because your cause is
right. God is on your side.'·
"History bears testimony that
no one has ever crushed the
brave
Afghan
people.
Remember. you are not alone."
he told the refugees. who
responded with slogans of

welcome and chants of ''Ailah- God is great.
Brzezinski spoke at Sadda. 80
miles southwest of Peshawar.
Sadda is a strategic post on the
800-mile Afghan-Pakistan
border. About 7,000 refugees
live in the camp, some of the
estimated 500,000 Afghans who
have ned their homeland ~rim~
three yt:ars of successive
Marxist regimes.
Brzezinski. Undersecretary
of State Warren Christopher
and Defense Department of~akbar"

Staff photo by Dwight Nalt>

explained that a few years
back she paid for a sidewalk
to be put an on College Street
for pedestrians to walk on.
"It sort of hurts my feelings
when I remember that I spent
the money to build the
sidewalk that people are not

walking on."
"I keep hoping that
someone will see the light and
quit harassing an old
woman.·· Leighty said.
The 25-year veteran of City
Hall. who was voted Carbondale"s 1977 Citizen of the

&g Youc PacJon
A news story on Page 2 of
Friday's Dally Egyptian about
a lecture given by Leo Goodman
should have clarified the fact
that _the Atomic Energy
Commlss1on was replaced in
19i5 by the Energy Research
and
Development
Administration and the l'iuclear
Regulatory Commission. The
ERDA and three other energyrelated departments were
merged with the Department of
Energy in October of 1977.

Year. said she hasn't given
up trying to sa\·e her top soil
and yard.
Last week she installed
another fence-one of chain
link-and also repaired the
redwood cedar fence.
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Pay YOurself First
The current rate on savings
are as follows:
Share Account
Christmas Club

) 6 "h% annually
~ Compounded Quarterly

Special Savings

Tuesday Nights at 6:30p.m. T earns wiD consist of 3 players
and 1 alternate. Leagues \\.ill be diVided into A (advanced)
and B Oivisi<ms. leagues filled on a first·tome basis.
Maximum 16 tec!rns. If more than 16 teams enter. Wednesday wlil also become a league night. Leagues begin
TL<esday. February 5.

sllow SOME ENf005iASM, joiN A IEAGtJE!
spoNSOREd by TIE STudENT CENTER

5% annually

Share Drafts

Compounded Monthly
Payroll Deductions-The easy way to save
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City to; ~~a~ ~~u~~g loan proposal
l

By Ma~ Harmon ·
Staff \\~l~r.
.
.
The caty s .a':'terest an helpmg
local
. catazen_s
offset
skyrocketing housml{ costs may
~~h furthK~red MC~!Jday nig_ht
" en a ~:tnsas aty. Mo. mv.~tmE:ut ftrm presents to t~e
Ctty ~o_unca! a proposal_ to aad
the caty m tssumg low-mterest
mortgage loans.
The presentataon by in·
vestment
bankers
Stern
Brothers and Co. will be made

qualified Citizens to stimulate
home buymg and home tm·
provements by low- and
moderate-income families.

The bonds would be issued by
April 30, 1980, if the necessary

would issue tax-exempt revenue
bc.nds to qualified citizens. The
proceeds from the sale of the
bunds would be used to make
low-interest mortgage loans
through local lending institutions.
Stern Brothers and Co. had
indicated that they would
handle the initial costs of
issuing the bo!lds in return for
the councirs selection of the
Kansas City firm as bond underwriters. The Chicago C:or-

indicated its interest in helping
citizens with htgh housing costs
by adoption of a $25 million
housing mortgage bond revenue
resolution last october.

legislation that would authorize
cities to make such loans
available is still pending, but
House supporters. including l'.
S. Rep. Paul Simon. DCarbondale, are pushing to
break the current impasse on
the bill.
Under the resolution. the city

expressed interest in issuing the
bonds for the city.
Also scheduled for council
consideration Monday evening
is a presentation by CIPS
concerning the $75,086 dif·
!erence in what the city had
expected to receive and the
amount a<"tually rf>('rivrrl

faThmi~espla~wihsodeasriegnedpreseto natliyd
priced out of the housing purchase market," said City
Manager Carroll Fry when the
~:~~N.on was approved by the

:f,J ~.mc!i.~~~n~:~ ~~:n!:~~~ ~'~~.~~::e su~~~rt b~~d:~~ ~~;~r~l a~~~~r~~~~~~d ·~:~

Under the "Carbondale
Plan."thecitywouldissueupto
a quarter of a million dollars to

Government agencies
slated for Career Day
By Mimi Jarzemsky

Staff Writer
Information on job opportunities. career trends and
training will ~· available to
interested students at Government Career Day Tuesday.
Sponsored by the Career
Planning and Placement
Center, a walk-throu~h format
wiU be set up from lf a.m. to 4
p.m. in Ballrooms A and B of
the Student Center.
"Career Day gives our
students a tremendous opportunity to find out about
government organizations in an
informal setting." Larry
Crouch, a placement consultant

State. local and federal
government agencies will have
tables set up to answer
questions. Crouch said. To date.
42 agencies have confirmed
their attendance.
"Undergraduates will have
the opportunity to talk to
agency representatives about
summer jobs and internships,"
he said.
Agencies that have confirmed
attendance
include
th~
Department of Justice, Burt>au
of Prisons, Social Set'urity
Administration for t~l:' Midwest
region. Department of Child
and Family Services. Data
Processing
Department.

I ~·INUt• lu I•· ht·ld
nnHtn~ •·nndidntt,..
fu1· !oolalt·-~ num,u·~·
Three Democratic candiriates
for Jackson County state's
attorney will participate in a
debate at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
Morris Library Auditorium.
William Schwartz. the incumbent state's attorney; John
Clemons, a former assistant
state's attorney and now in
pri'.ate law practice; and Guice
Strong. assistant state's attorney. will participate in the
debate sponsored by the SIU-C
C~llege Democrats.
Rex Burke. a Carbondale
attoi'IH';; in private practice and
also a candidate for state's
attorney. will not be participating in the debate, according to a representative of
the College Democrats.

~

J~,-~ State~Wation
Iron (JKs inter11ational council
By the Associated Press
Iran has agreed to set up an international commission that will
consider alleged crimes of the deposed shah and "wtll be effective
in solving the hostage crisis, .. a Foreign Ministry spokesman said
Sunday.
Establishment of the commission, proposed by U.N. Secret.try·
General Kurt Waldheim. has been approved by Iranian leader
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini as well as the ruling Revolutionary
Council. said the Foreign Ministry spokesman, Nassirosadat
Salami.
A spokesman for the militants. reach-.--d by telephone at the
embassy, said he was aware of the cour.dl"s decisiOn. announced
Saturday night, but declined immediate comment. A statement
!flight be issued later. the spokesman for the militants said.
The members of the commission would be selected by Waldheim
and would include Iranian and foreign represer>' atives. Salami
said.

Ner.v Mexico prison calmed
SA!'l'TA FE. N.M. lAP>- National Guardsmen and state police
regained control of the besieged New Mexico State Prison on
Su!lday and officiaJs said all the remaining hostages were safe
after bemg held nearly :ro hours by rebellious inmat~.
Without firing a shot. scores of Guardsmen and a police SWAT
team entered the grounds of the smouldering prison in the afternoon to end a siege that had left at least eight inmates dead and
50 persons hospitalized, officials said. Fire damage to the prison
was estimated at $10 million.

Carter seeks secret court
WASHINGTON <API -The Carter administration intends to
propose that a new. secret court be given power to authorize covert
government intelligence agents to break into the homes and offices
and open the mail of certain Americans.
But with Presulent Carter's proposal still at least five days from
being made public. debate already has begun over just .,.hich
Americ£~ should be targets of such intrusions.
The question i~ whether the government can act against any
American believed to be an agent of a foreign power or only
against Americans suspected of criminal activity. Another
question is just how certain of that criminal activity the government must be.

said.
('ln~:at:o·hnrll

n.. t>

W•:inc·r j.., nne of the

most so~ght-aftcr youth ,,...,..titer. in America.
His dynamic spcakin~ -.tylc i'!> only upstaged
hy the messaf!C he share!> one of totally

investing your life in the mo~t important
Person in the universe.
Weiner tells of radical changes that can
occur personally anJ within society when
young people give up their sdtlshness ("the
number one problem in the world today")
and yieid totally to the lordship of Jesus
Christ.
Crowds from Calcutta to Cape Girardeau.
Mo.. have been stirred by \\" einer s call to become a disciple of ti-c ~bn who split history

Monday, Feb. 4

7;00pm

Tuesday, Feb. 5 7:00pm
Wednesday. Feb. 6 7;00pm

GRAND CPENING!!!
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ALL KET'INGS AT Tt£....

MARANATHA CHRISTIAN CENTER
715 s:xJTH UNIVERSITY
IN CAROONDALE

CALL 529-3711 ·
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Gasohol to solve fuel prnblems
while making use of extra grain
By Ken :UacGarrigle
Staff Wrilt'r

Gasohol. a mixture of 10 percent alcohol and 90 percent gasoline.
is a small but important way for the United States to kick its
foreign gasoline habit.
The Russina grain embargo left President Carter with tt>e tou~h
dectsion of what to do with the unsold grain diverted from the lost
S<)\'iet sales. One part of his program invol\·es gasohol.
Carter has laid out a gasohol plan that will provide loans and tax
crt'dits for grain-alcohol tethanoll production. The loans and tax
cn.'dits would be paid for with revenues from the proposed wind·
fall·profits tax. The eventual result projected is that tJv 19115
ga!'ohol would fill 30 percent of the national demand for unieaded
gasoline.
Thus. the agricultural belt that helps feed the world rna\·
somtoday feed our gas tanks as \\'ell
·
We need to absorb the unsold U.S. grain lost in the Russian
embargo. We defimtely need to stretch dwindling t.:.S. gasoline
supplies. As any stop at a gas station will spell out. oil prices are
gomg to continue to go up long before they go down.
The technology to produce this fuel is with us today. There's no
need to wait for "American ingenuity" to wave its magic wand and
make everything right.
Gasohol. though .. does. reQuire large amounts of energy to
produce. Tht~ ~onstderatton is one that has kept its price from
bemg competitive. Howe~er. an analysis by ~rthur D.J.ittle, Inc ..
suggests that by the mtd-191105, gasohol wtll be competitivelv
priced with gasoline-t!vtm without tax breaks.
·
Gasohol is the only substitute for gasoline today.
Getting gas from grain makes sense.

~int

Remove snow the natural way
Bv .-\ndrew ZilliH'r
staff Wriwr

WeU. the deadly white snow is finally here.
Like getting old and paying taxes, snow
always seems to make its disgusting appearance. Sliding around co~>ers. bearing
slowed.<Jown traffic. and leavtng the trusty
bicycle at home are all products of the white
trash that comes every winter.
Living in Carbondale poses another
problem when the little flakes accumulate on
y('Ur sidewalk. See. in t:.is town we ha\·e an
nrdinance which requires that snow be
removed within 24 hours after the !'now stops
falling. Offenders could be fined $10 to $500
violation of the Ol'dinance.
That's right. We have to remove
something that good ol' Mother Nature
dumped oo us. My grandfather. who went to
church regularly. always said. "God put it
there. and God will take it away." And he
liwd in Chica~to!
Around mta·April. my grandfather's walk
would be cleared off. courtesy of the sun and
warm weather. These are NATURAL
measures to alleviate a NATURAL occurrence. ll!o one ever bothered to fine him,
because Chicago never had such a ridiculous
rule.
Many say that government interferes too
much into their daily lives. The government
regulates this, and that. If Carbondale officials don't want snow on everyone's walk,
Jet them shovel the stuff. Furthermore, how
can they ask people to clean their walks
when they can't even plow the public streets!
(~d I'U ~too polite to mention how the city
wtll have to "fine itself" for not shoveling•

its sidewalks.)
Though the constitutionality of the ordinance has been verified by the Ulinois
Supreme Court. the law seems cra:r''· Whv
should mere mortals be punished by the
action of Nature? And what right does the
ctty have to punish residents who don't
shovel Public streets?
And what about old people who can't life;..
heavy shovelfu! of snow? Should they be
ftned because ctty rulers don't like snow on
city sidewalks?
I don't think many people would want
some old person to have a heart attack and
die because they had to clean up city
property. I don't think many people appreciate having the city tell them what to do
around their houses.
Snow has been falling from the sky for a
very long time. The sidewalks can handle its
cold blanket. A sensible person can understand that the presence of snow requires
careful tredding. Shoveling walks can dn
more damage to the sidewalks' surface than
just leaving it alone.
The ordinance is a dangerous infringement
on every Carbondale resident's liberties. Not
only that, the rule has no validity. A natural
occurrence. especially such a harmless one
as snow falling !even if it is very annoying),
could, and should, be allevtated by natural
means. Let the warm sun melt it away.
If people want to shovel their walks, fine.
But for those folks like my grandfather let
them also exercise their beliefs. H'ave
patience. city honchos. God drovped the
snow. and He will remove it, too.

by Garry Trudeau
SSHHH!

~tteiS
Crises 'blessing in disguise'
Are we gullible or too
trusting? The presidential race
has made politics very
palatable and foreign policy
concentration very profitable.
Iran and Afghanistan have
become a blessing in disguise
for President Carter, despite
bad and mtsguided judgements
on IY.tlt.
The admission of the shah for
medical treatment he could
have acquired somewhere else,
was a mistake. But that
mistake is paying a good
dividend now, thanks to
American partiotism and the
illegal action of Iran.
The anit-Soviet reaction
arising from Soviet intervention, which President
Carter wrongly calls "invasion" to maximize on antiSoviet sentiment, is also
becoming very profitable. The
President will exploit it as far
as he can, short of nuclear war.
Another. interesting element
of Carter's campaign tactic
besides hiding in the shadow of
the White House, is distortion,
or el:JMOitation, of public
gullibility mainly in foreign
policy.

Many foreign-events observors don't see the Soviet
aggression or intervention m
Afghanistan any different than
their earlier adventures in
other parts of the world. such as
in Angola and Ethiopia. Th<:>
Russians used the Cubans in
these areas, but in Afghanistan
the call was to close to home so
the Soviets wanted to do the job
themselves. That is they in·
tervened to prop up what they
think is a reliable Marxist
oriented ally against domestic
enemies, often referred to as
reactionaries, and to nip in the
~ud Muslim insurgence instigated by Khomeini on their
Southern border.
The public outraged by Iran
and the hostage stalemate was
ready for muscle flexing.
For the President, the
Russians blundered at a very
opportune time.
He
is
maximizing on this to the point
of lying to the public and
breachil18 his most important
campaign promise of 1976: "I
\\ill never lie to you." - Jack
Renalds,
Graduate,
l"nclassified

Zips appreciate SIU·C crou..:d
. On behalf of the Murphysboro
Ztps, I would like to thank the
students attending the Tulsa
basketball game lor their
support and response. Our
young people work hard for
sev~ral months to perfect a
routme that we hope will please
the people watching.

There is no greatP.i- crowd to
perform for than the students of
Slt:-C. Your support and en·
thusiasm always seems to inspire us to do our best.
Thank all of you for letting us
know that you appreciate the
work we have done. - Byron \\',
York, The ~lurphysboro Zips

fDITOillAL POliCY.. T"- ~al polocy
al ,,.. Datly fgyphon is lc. prov•9 an
open IOI'um on ,,.. IHiotOI'ool pofl"S 101'
drscussion of ' " " ' and •deas by
reod•rs and Wt'•t•rs Optntons ••·
pr•uiHI on t~.,.. ~s do not
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Hop aboard 'Spaceship Earth'
How many times have you
heard someone say ''I'm
starved" when in essence. the
pel""...on merely skipped brl.':~k
fast? Among far too many li•,es.
however. starvation is not a
casual metaphor for a morning's hunger. Instead, in many
corners of the world simply
getting enough food to survive
is a lifetime, sadly an often
shortened lifetime occupation.
Did you know that in lact. 28
persons die each minute of
every hour of every day

~~~i!~~.:n~tr~:te~~~~~

persons, 21 of them will be
under the age of s when they
die?
Yet, how many people believe
that the hungry will always be
with us regardless Ol our ef.
forts? This circular reasoning is
perpetuating the problem. We
tend to address the isssue by
eating everythi!lg on our plates
to ease our dis-ease with the
notion of merely being consumers versus providers. This
concept, in actuality, is quite
archaic once considered. Why
are you and I more deserving
than any other person occupying our planet in our
struggle for survival? Or are we
adopting on "out of sight, out of
mind" attitude?
Urgently. as human beings

responsible for each other we
must come to grips with this
world hunger issue. Buckminster Fuller coined the
"Spaceship Earth .. concept
stressing the •·synergy" ideathe world must be in visioned as
a whole, rather than as independently functioning parts.
Without this synergistic motion,
world harmony and balance is
unattainable. To enjoy in the
riches of our globe is the right of
all persons occupying our
planet, not the privilege of a
select few. Thus, we must attune our thinking and our actions toward this philosophy
a..11d do something.
What can one individual do to
make a difference? First,
remember that individuals
make up groups, and groups
make uo the world. Decide to
act now to help solve this global
dilemma. Dial 1800) 424-5051
Uoll freel Cambodian Hunser
Project Headquarters to fi"'(J
out today how you can help to
make a difference. To not act is
a decision in itself. Become a
partner in working together
with our fellow passengers
aboard our "Spaceship Earth"
vehicle so tbat we all may be
able to enjoy the trip! - Lise
Bat&.lglia, Gradaate S&udeat,
llnlth Edacatien

'Chicken1ried'politics?
It is ironic that Jimmy Carter
is preparing to force young
Americans to fight and rescue
our nation from a crisis c;.used
by Carter's own bumhJing
policy.
The President was once
called
a
"chicken-fried
MeGovem." Ob how I wish!
The truth is this: Mrs. Carter's
husband is a chicken-rried
Republican.
We remember clearly the
brinkmanship Richard Nixon
played with world peace when
his confidence level dipped too
low. We see now that Jimmy
Carter is playing brinkmanship
for the same reasons with the
Middle East.
The difference is that Richard
Nixon resigned before we found
out whether or not he would
bac:. down if the Soviets called
his bluff.
We now bave the opportunity
to give Carter fC'.u- more years
to let the Soviets challenge him.
The one sure way we wiD know
that Carter's forei~ policy is
messed up is to give him four
more years to get us into
another World War.
The other alternative is for us
to elect a man who can deal with
the Russians. but one who will
present a credible deterrent in
the event they fail to deal fairly.

Thanks for the theft;
please visit again
I wish to take this opportunity
t(• thank the person who. so
grctdously removed the b&~d
and squirrel feeder from 1n
front of the Coal Research
Center sGmetime between 5
p.m. Tuesday and 7:30 a.m.
Wednesd,-,y. My faith in
humanity bas been renewed-it
really makes my heart si!lll to
know that. someone-feels
·sorr1- for- the creatures.
B·.- the way. if you can't afford
to l)uy feed for the bird and
squi~l feeder, you can_alwa~
replace it wher~ you p1cked &t
up-we had no trouble having it
built nnd rrm;iding feed for the
friend>; o the woods that li\·e
near our off:ce. - Kathy Lindallf'r, Administrative (.'Jerk.
t"oal R6t'arch C'i'nter

That man is Sen.

Edward

Kennedy.

The basic question is: Who do
you wanl to sit acrOt!IS the table
from Leonid?
We can do better. We must.

The challenge of the 1980's ia to
carry the United States ol

~

.

Hostages face mental problems
Washin.!Jton-11 isn·t too soon to begin thinkin~
about the day when the American hostages in
Tehran will be freed and coming home. If concern about these victims of terror has any
substance, it must be deeper than the goal of
bringing them back "unharmed ...
That can't happen. Immense harm has
already been done. Even in the absence of
physical violence, which is the surface
measurement of victimiztion. what of the
emotional and psychological violence that the
terrorists have inflicted on the hostages·!
At the moment, we have more ~uestions than
::::i~1;~;:!t!:~ the effects o this damage
Rona Fields. a psycologist and sociologist who
has worked with hostages and torture victims
from such scenes of terror as Northern Ireland,
Chile and Brazil, is one authority who prefers to
be cautious. "We don't know, at least not with
any kind of scientific reliability, what is the best
procedure for treating victims of hostage-taking.
At best, we are hit-or-miss. with more misses
than hits. Much more data are needed if we are
going to make sound judgments that will result
in the successful treatment of victims."

Until the victims are home and given full
medical evaluations-which will only begin the
treatment of the psychological aftershocks-the
best to be done is to remain wary of some of the
psychological speculations currently making the
rounds.
The "Stockholm Syndrome" has been men·
lion~. This is the illness, so-named from the
reaction of hostages during a Swedish bank
~bery. in which the captive enm. up identifying
V.1th the captor. To date, nothing of consequence
~s come ou~ of Tehran-not in the letters, the
filmed mterv1ew with Marine Corp. Gallegos or
the conversations with visitors-to suggest that
this is happening to the hostages.

According to the liteorature, the Stockholm
Syndrome was a special rea•:tion that has not
been !MleD el!lewhere in c:ivililln situati-. It is
true that a captive can develop dependency on
his captor. But dependency isn't identif"Jc:alioo
nor is it sym.. thy.

America beyond the incompetence and staanatioa
provided by tbia misadA second theory is that individuals who have
miniatratioa.
already been through severe ordeals can
The nation beckons for withstand the suffering of being taken hostage.
dynamic, agressive leadership_ This is the immunization explanation of stress.
To "quote Mr. Carter: "I want But researchers have found that the opposite is
a government as good as its often true: the worst effects can be felt by those
people.'' - G.W. Lee, Car-

.._..le

Colman
McCarthy
who h~ve endured an excess of stress in previous
expenences.
Another notion says that the hostages will
come out of this experience strengthened. H
being held hostage bv terrorists were on the level
of a few months in the French Foreign Legioo, a
trip up Mt. Everest or other deeds that are said
to toughen the soul. then this migbt make sense.
But being held at gunpoint in a makeshift priscm
by violent ideologues- even for a few hours. not
a few months -can be a trauma like no other. In
the context of hostage 'aking, which has become
common in the past few years. Iran is unique:
the captors have the institutional support of Uleir
government. Hostage-takers commonly try to
get this kind of support, as in skyjacking planes
to Cuba in the delusion that the rebellious Castro
wiD sympathize with their rebellious cause.
At the State Department, an off1cial said that
"everything necessary would be done" for the
hostages wh~n tht>y returned. Here again.
though. h~tle 1s knoW'I'I. What kind of ~try
tht>rapy WI~ be S';"table? Will a gala celebration,
along the hnes or the one Ric~rd Nixon staged
at. the White House for the returmng Vietnam
priSOnt>rs of war. be a proper homecoming?
And what of long-term treatments. for both the
hostages and their families'? It is known. for
example, that once the euphoria of regained
freedom has passed. the body and mind are
vulnerable to any number of aftershocks. These
rangs from physical disabilities like '-clac:tles
and gastro-urinary problems to emotional
disorders like severe irritability and social witbdrawaJ.
To date, the public's support for the welfare of
the hostages has been strong and constant. The
sharper test of this caring will come wben the
hostages are back and they are off the front
pages.
fcl 1980, The Washington Post Company

~C~leb~ty Bowl' to be fil~ned
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By Jeaell Olsen
Staff Writer

Many people know that
Alexander the Great's mentor
was Aristotle, Aristotle's was
Plato and Plato's was Socrates.
But who was Socrates' tutor?

Questions like this will be the
challenge tQ tour students and
four University administrators
du~ the "Celebritv Bowl" at
8:15p.m. Monday in the color
TV studio of the Com·
munications Building. CThe
first person to say Zeno of Elea.
who was Socrates' tutor. will be
awarded a bonus question for
the team to answer as a group. 1
The match is being filmed for

broadacst over WSIU-TV
(Channel 81 at a later date.
Doors to the studio will be
opened from a:l5 to 8:30 p.m.
and the public is invited to attend.
Heading the administration's
team will be Frank Horton. vice
president for academic affairs.
Benjamm Shepherd. associate
vice· president for academic
affairs:
William
Eaton.
assistant to the vice president
for academic affairs; and John
Guyon, associate vice president
for research. round out tt.:!
administration's squad.

Comprising the SIU.C All Star the game down if they art>
College Bowl team will be ahead, and speeding it up if thf'v
behind.
·
James Higginbotham. junior in are
engineering. Arnold Pearlstein.
While the administrators won
graduate student in recreation,
Ken Smith. junior in radio-TV last year's tournament. Willi!!
and Michael Blum. graduate said the students are .. looking
student in speech com- forwa~ to getting revengf' ..
munication. The students are titus year.·
part of the eight-member
College Bowl team that recently
compett>d
against
Slt:Edwardsville and won 270.i5.
Four team members will
participate in regional competition Friday at Sl. Mary's
Col!L>ge in Notre Dame. Ind.
Coach'ng the College Bowl
learn is John Wittig. instructor
of speech communication.
Wittig said the team prepares
for the matchl'S cy going
through old College Bowl
questions.

··u we find we have
weaknesses. I assign students to
specific areas of study." Wittig
said. "Right now I havf.'
someone memorizing the major
plot lines and characters of
Shakespearian plays and
someone else memorizing the
periodic
tables
of
the
elements."
\\'ittig said tht> group also
discusses strategies for slowing
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Corned)" 'A Prit~ate Ear'
to be perform,ed Friday
Peter Sharrer's one-act
comedy, "A Private Ear:· will
be performed at 8 p.m. Fridav
in BaUroom D of the Student
Center.
Tickets are $2.50 fo; !>tudents
and $3.50 for the general public.
They can be purchased at the
Student Center Central Ticket
Office or at the door the night of
the .,erformance.
Co-sponsored
bv
Elan
Productions and the Student
Center Programming Committee. the play is about Tchaik,
a London office worker who
lives in a world of concerts. art
galleries and museums.
The story depicts a socially

disastrous evening when Tchaik
sees the girl of his dreams and
falls wildlv in love. When he
invites her for dinner. Tchaik
realizes that he has no social
graces and he simply doesn't
know how to talk to her.
In desperation. Tchaik asks
his friend Ted to help him out.
In one awkward move arter
another. Tchaik turns the
evening into a disaster while
Ted tries to pick up the pieces.
Elan company member:; are
all Southern Illinois residents
who have attended SIU.C at
some time during the past 10
years.

A Southern Experience
W~NTEO:
HA~Q: WORKJ N(j., "TOGETHER"
STUQENTS FOR SUMMER~~EMPLOYMENT
_ _ a) a student who likes to help othen?
_ _ b) personable. outgoing, hard· working?

- - c ) o student who is proud of the Saluki Tradition·~
_ _ d) needi~g o summer job that is dynamic, richly
~- rewordmg, ond financially attractive?

_)I_e) oil of the above

Monday is
Booby's Day!
Share a sub

If your ans~er is "e" then you must attend one of three scheduled
mandatory mterest meetings for the New Student leaders.
Tuesday. February 5. 7PM. Saline Room. Student Center
Wednesday, February 6. -4PM. Mackinaw Room. Student Center
Thursday. February 7, /PM. Saline Room. Student Center
Attendance at one of these m ..eting!. ·~a MUST.
:ponsored by the Offtc.& of Studt!'nt De-velopment

~~~----.:>Nl Y ONE COl!?ON PER O R D E ' - - - - - - ·
Pagt> 1>. llaiiy Egyptaao. t-'rbruary 4, 1!1110

~:j

Hughes is news
We make~ and seienllic historyY"Qr otter
vear.lillet976. Whenllve~sateliles
went Into orbit.
If you come to WOIII w11t1 us. -·• both make .--sin

yow ~town paper.
Help ~Ntcrat Company make .--s. And
8lectronic miracles. And history. CAnd no airplona.)
Ask vour plac,:,menf ollice When Hughes recruilefs wt1 be

or. <:amrJus.

HUGHES:

UNIVERSITY 4

Hans Asbbaker plays a traveling ga~~abler aad
Laura Ritter a small lowD girl ia the ene-ad

epera •·&no Out There." The opera will be
performed Tuesday in the Student Center.

I

By Craig DeVriue
Writer
"Hello Out There" and
"'Rita" are two completely
different one-act operas with
one thing in common. Both are
performed in superb fashion by
the Marjorie Lawrence Opera
Staff

Tlreater.

Both musical dramas will be
performed by the Opera
Theatror at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the
Student Center's Ballroom D as
the first Center Stag-.

~ti:-e S: fo~t.;,.=~:~

:Zr!~!'ita~~· -u:a~~

Center Ticket Office or at the
door the night of the performance.
The casts of both 40-minute
operas turned in excellent,
entertaining performances.
"Hello Out There" was just as
intense and dramatic as "Rita"
was light and frivolous. Each
were given a professional touch
by the Opera Theater. which is
the performing arm of the
School of Music.
"Hello Out There" features
Hans Ashbaker and Laura
Ritter. both graduate stud~nts
in opera theater, in a m!JS~Cal
adaptation of a play by Wdbam
Saroyan. Ashbaker plays a

traveliJ,g gambler who is
wrongly accused of rape and
thrown into a Texas j8il. Ritter
is the innocent, small-town girl
with whom he falls in love. The
two work well together in the
opening half of the opera. Ashbaker's deep booming voice
adds to the play's dramatic
tone.
John Kazee. also a graduate
in opera, turned in a short, but

:~:.tii::er~:~::e :: ::::
wonu>n Ashba~ supposedly
raped. Also in the cast were
Alan Petrich, :a graduate in
opera, and Sarah ~hankland, a
freshman in mustc. The play
was directed by Jack Dare, a
graduate student in opera.
Michael Blum, administrative
director of lhe opera theater,
and Ashbaker destgned lhe .set,
which was an effecttve,
believable replica of a Texas
jailhouse. A pian~ accompaniment was provtded ~y
Anita Ashbaker, a graduate m
opera theatPr.
Kazee and Petrich also share
the spotlight with sa.n'dra
Cawley, a junior in o.per.~. m the
delightful farce, "Rtta. Kazee
is perfect in his comical role of a
brow-beaten husband. He
delivers the part with a wide-

Felt. 4-7
4th floor Vlcleo Lounge

Felt. I
2ncl floor International Lounge
Shows 7. I. & 9 pm
Admission 50t

MAU.

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
MERYL STREEP

Kramer
vs.
Kramer

.

First Center Stage operas superb

457-&157 U111¥Eit51TY

Jth.IGWIEK
TM.y J:1S,fet1.7S 7:H

range of hilarious, befuddled
facial expressions and sings
with the same bewildered stvle.
The play revolves aroond
Rita !Cawley), a shrewish wife
who is not above slapping her
timid husband 1Kazee 1 around.
The plot thickens when her first
husband 1Petrich 1. who she had
presumed to be dead. returns.
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TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW la.m.
STUDENT CENTER TICKET QFFICE.
Daily j,;gyptian', Fl.'bruary -1, 191111. Page 1

Alp~a J~i Ql)mrga
Needs your help to serve:
the campus
the community
the country

'
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SIU's only ~National
Service fraternity

RUSH

Feb. 4

7:30

Student Center Ballroom B

Librarian Denella Odum reads to four-year-old
.-\lisa 1\lcCullough at the Carbondale Public:
Library. The library bas a swy hour for

'Story Hour's' SllOW dancing
could be blamed for 5-inch fall
By

C'harit~·

(;ould

Staff Wrilt'r
The 5 inches of snow that fell

silently on Carbondale last
week could be blamf'd on about
who parIICipatt":! m "Storv Hour" at the
Carbondale Pubhc Library
Tuesday night and Wednesdav
morning.
•
··Trying to make It snow .. has
been a theme the Story Hour
has focused on for several
weeks. savs Donella Odult'
children's librarian who star f'd
the program for children aged·.
to i.
"We',·e had a snow dane•·.
made snow flakes with
macaroni and read books Jn
snow in hOiJeS that it wo..lld
snow." Odum said.
Odum. who runs Storv H•Jur in
six-week segments. satJ she
plans a different activity for the
children everv week.
·•story Hour runs for 30
minutes. I found that that is
about how long I can keep their
attention:· she said. "One day
during the summer. we had a
python for the children to see.
:.::0. preschoolers

Tonight, we are having a ferret
and two Shih Tzu puppies."
"Lizzie"' the lizard. kept in
the children's section of the
library. recently became
somewhat of a celebritv.
"LiZ7ie was stolen about two
weeks ago. but he was iound by
the police anu returned the next
dav." Odum said. "He was
quite a celebrity for awhile.··
An ant farm and an aquarium
also can be found in thP
children's section.
"Reallv soon, 'Peter's Tov
Box.' will be put back up,"" said
Odum. a Murphysboro native
who graduated from SIU-C with
a degree in elementary
education in 1976.
"Peter's Tov Box." a
memorial contribution to a
child killed two years ago, has
been repainted bright red anfi
"";n be filled with 126 toys that
children can check out for two
weeks. Odum said.
Curious George and Dr.Seuss
books are still favorites among
the kids. Odum said.
"Books have changed since I
was a child.'' Odum said. "For

instance. when I pick books for
the library I look at the
illustrations because most
f.=_~?Diers look at the pic-

Direct
Information
On:

The children's librarv offers
books in Spanish. German anrl
Jo'rcnch. picture dictionaries.
books that have an empha5is on
one phc;netic sound, children's
records. magazines and encyclopedias.
"Just like the books. the
children can check out the
magazines. records and encyclopedias." Odum said.
St:LF St:R\'ICE POPULAR
SPRINGFIELD (Af': - SeU
service gasoline is gaining in
acce;>tam·P in Illinois, a.,d will
become increasingly popular as
gasoline prices continue to soar,
the Illinois Legislative Investigating Commission has
said.
In a report on self service
gasoline marketing practices,
the commission said that
generally self-service "m~ans a
savings in the pric<: of
gasoline.''

GOVERNMENT

CAREER DAY '80
Tuesday. February I
When graduation time comes, be o step ahead!
Know you have obtained the training
needed for the position you seek
by asking in advance!

Student Center
Ballrooms A & B
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Talk directly with represpntotives of State of
llli11ois. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, FBI. Veteran's
Adm .• Social Security Adm.. IRS, Forest Service,
U.S. Bureau of Prisons and many other agencies.

Aslc your own qufttions. No lecturft,
lust wtallc In formet. All melon' welcomel

Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement Center

Page 8. DailY, Egy_ptian. Februa~ 4, IVIIO ,
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Ibsen drama

Sawdltst to provide fltel
for l1unber mill, l1ot1le

'Doll's llouse'
to be staged
Henrik Ibsen's dassic drama.
··A Doll's House," will be
performed at 8 p.m. Friday
through Sunday in
the
Laboratorv Theater of the
Communications Building.
Tickets can be pur~:hased for
S2 at the Theater Box Office
from noon to 4 p.m. weekdays.
The play is about a seemingly
happy couple who have been
married for eight year~. The
husband IS a srosperOUS,
respected man an the wife is
giddv. girlish and toy-like. A
conflict is presented when the
wife realizes how mt:ch her
charming ignoran.:e has been
masking her inteUigence.

m::it:n~~~:-lik;'fi~!~~be w~1~

declares her independence and
leaves her husband and
children to find self.rulfillment.
When "A Doll's House"
premiered in 1879, it was
denounced by theater-goers in
Europe and America. ltv-..en was
assailed as an enemy of the
"sacred ties of marriage."

.t((rirarr

ttl11f'ork

Bv Dan Hall
feet of lumber it produces anAssociated Pres!l Writ~r
nually.
HADDAM. Conn. lAP)
Until recently the company
Sawdust. once a bothersome has transported freshly cut
byr.rodu<.'t of tt:P :;awmill. !loon lumber from its five mills to
wi 1 be used by a lumber other companies to be dried and
producer in this Co~necticu! sold.
river town as a substitute for
About a year ago Ross1 tx-gan
precious fuel oil
thinking about using sawdust as
And in Saco. Maine. Gwido an alternate source of energy t&
Swistun has built a furnace in drv the companv·s lumber
his home that burns sawdust wi"thout relying on· other firms.
from a local mill. He hopes to
Sill kilns and a 1;300.000
begin marketing sawdust combination oil-sawdust burner
furnaces soon.
to heat them have been installed
In Connecticut. Rossi Corp. at the plant. So far. the Pennplans tu start burning its sylvania-made burner has been
mountains of sawdust and wood operated only on oil~xcept for
chips in a new burner that test runs.
produces steam to heat the
But in Maine, Swistun's home
company's ne':" wood-dryin~
kilns. savs Presurent Ted Ross1. has been heated this winter by
sawdust.
He packs the sawdust
fhe cor-Poration might save as
much as $400.000 per year if tile in a chamber around lengths of
pipe,
then
removes the pipes.
plan works out welL
And while Rossi's sawdust- The sawdust burns along the
burning unit is the first of its channels left when the pipes are
kind in Connecticut. there are taken out.
Swistun figures his sawdust
an estimated 30 similar systems
at lumber companies in the furnace will heat his house for
$98 this winter. compared to the
nation.
S780 that the equivalent fuel oil
Rossi said "sawdust power" would cost.
\\ill provide the company with
Rossi said that durin!{ cold
hundreds of thousands of weather, his heating system
dollars worth of heat per year to burns about 6.001.1 gallons of oil
kiln-dry the 12 million board per week.

Student Center
CRAFT SHOP
Featured Artist
February

"The Varsity" Etching
$25.00

tlt>fJirtillf! ltPriltlf!P

s"mrrr

tit

·Putt-Putt
To The
Pizza Hut-

FtutPr

An exhibition of works by 20

Africa-born artists has opened
at the i'iorth Gall~ry of the
Universitv Museum and Art
Galleries 'in Faner Hall. It will
continue through Feb. Zl.
The show. "African Artists in
America." int'ludes paintings,
sculpture. graphics and batiks
that draw

on

the

African

Visit Your Local

~~ne: .::n~~:Sn:.:'ii:

Pizza Hut and Cast
Your Vote For

and work in the United States.
Tritobra Benjamin, Howard
University art professor who
was guest curator for the
exhibit. observed that the works
are "profoundly sound in
techniques and of high quality''
and that the 'flavoring is at once
international and African."
Ten African countries are
represented in the sho~. wh!ch
is sponsored by the Smalhsonian
Institution.

Hey, that's my

Wayne
Abrams
CNo. 1 On Ballot)

«"Br

For the Saturday, March 29th

SEATILE (AP>- University
of Washington police officer Mel
Perez took a special interest in
two car thieves. He says they
were driving his car.
_
.
Perez was on duty m h~s
cruiser Friday when he saw ~1s
familv car go by in the oppos1te
direction. It had been stolen
Tuesday.

Pizza Hut
Basketball Classic
You'll see the year's best college seniorCJ on
CBS. Pizza Hut Basketball Classic proceeds are
shared with Easter Seals and selected charities.

4""' & 9'~

Eaeec:.

Nlwaflzzaltlt!

I

-·-

HAIRSTYL£:.

.SZ.ltars.
MidreyMoute
-

99im

.J

UtW.Moln
Marl on

zs
S:(~~S~-: __ ..8!~'~,- ~.JI!

lent an

!:'up . .
PimiHut

tollelll Easter Sells.

..

•ni!.Maln
Carbondale

Four different mugs
representing Mtckey Mouse
history: 1928 Steamboat
Willie. 1940 Fantasia,'
1955 Mickey Mouse C:ub.
1980 M1ckey Mouse tOday.
Pizza Hut g;ves mug proceeds to
Easter Seals. so collect all tour.
Only 99C each when you purchase

any size Pepsi• at parttcipating

501 N.14th
Murphysboro

Piua Hut~ restaurants.
Supplies are ltmtted.
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USO success, setbacks reported
Ry Robin Saponar
S.aff Writer

In a semester rt.'port t ·ndergraduate
Studt>nt
Organization officers cite the
installation of lighting in front
of the Student Recreation
Center. the formation and
distribution of a bi-monthly
newsletter and the success of
Carnivale
'i9
as
accomplishments of the Fall
semester
Toe report details ac·
complishments and setbac~
and provides recommendations
for improvements. The rt>port
will be available for students in

the tTSO office and tht ~ed putt'~ilse nnoti>Pr if it is
section of Morris Library's needed."
HE' said there is a dE.'finite
Undergraduate Library.
In the report. Student difference bE'twt>en t·so and
Prestdent PE'te AlexandE.'r previous studt•nt j!;overn·
wrote. "The l"SO nE.'wsletter. mt>nls ... I think we've bounred
Informer. is helpm-'t to kl'E'p back from a tough yE'ar. \\:e·w
O\'er 4.000 undergr ads informt'd gained crf'dibility that had been
about l'SO activities every lost and made positive steps
other week. The overall attitude wiil• the put:•~ relations
of participants in Halloween campaigns we've started."
In her letter. Vice PrE'Sident
1979 was very positive. I feel
that we can claim some success Chrisanr.e Blakenship wrote.
bM:ause the destructian was ··what IS needed now 1s lor the
minor. Another light was in- l'SO to E'XIend its interests
stalled in front of the Stuclent statewide."
Shf:> said that VSO has become
Recreation Center ... the vice
president for stud.~nt affairs more involvE'd with other
pUIThased the light and will universities. "We'd like to go to
Springfield on issues with more
than one voice. it looks anc!
sounds bE'tter having a unifit'd
voice."
A chain letter has been sent to
concerns Robert Rauch of the
other universities. she said
Environmental DefensE' 1-'ll-"<i
"We can get together to discuss
who points out that regiorul
issues and compare similarities
EPA offices are responsible for
and differencE's
of our
certifying the new coal powE'r
organizations ...
plants that would help wean the
Campus Development and
nation from its dependpnce on
Service CommissionE'r Ronald
forE'ign 011.
"This decision plays right into A. Bettenhausen Jr. wrote.
"Campus lighting took priority
t~ hands of critiel' unhappy
.)•.er rt'd tape and delays. It will :his semester ... a light pole was
h·ing more pressure for such installed on the west side of
East Grand Avenue ir. front of
things
as
an
t:nergy
Mobilization Board to cir· the Recreation Buildine."
cumvent environmental
regulations, .. Rauch said.
Desp!te his unease over cuts
in air anJ water programs.
Rauch wa<> pleased with the
increase in hazardous waste
regulation.
"We have a legacy of tra~E'dy
that Cl>uld have beer. avoided
with a modest E'xpenditure of
money t for regulation l years
ago ... Rauch said. ··t1nless we
are willing to increase the risk
of cancer and let our children be
born with birth defects. we must
bE' willing to spend the millions
that will now be needed to clean
up these dumps."
Leaking
of
dangerous
chemicals from a series of
dumps in the Love Canal area tf
.... ew York forced the E'varuation
of ..!00 families in 19i8 and
prompted Carter to declare
Lo\·e Canal a national disaster
area.
There are as many as 30.000
dangerous du:nps a{'russ the
nation. acc.Jrding to EPA
estimates.

Waste clean-ttp sottght
By :\lartin Crutsing•r
:\ssOC'iatt'd Press Writrr

WAStHNGTO;-.t ,APl
Presidt>nt Carter's 19111 budget
propost.>S a $i.ti billion en·
vironmental ·•superfumf' that
seeks to attonP for past
government neglect - the
fa1lure to regulate hazardous
waste dumps that dot the
nation's 50 states.
While emphasizing waste-site
clean up. Carter is scaling down
efforts to enforce air and watt>r
regtuations at a time that the
push for energy de\·elopment
would create major new
pollution sources.
The centerpiece of Carter's
1981 environmental plan ...
creation of a "Superfund" to
clean up 400 to 501.1 of tht>
nation's worst dump sites faces stiff opposition from the
oil and chemical industries.
which .1·ou!d bE' tapped to pay
$1.3 billi:m into the fund.
In addition to the svperfund.
Carter proposes spendi.1g S14i
miUion lor thE' EnvironmE'ntal
Protection Agency's haurdous
waste program. a 47 percent
increase over current efforts.
Staffmg would incre:-!101! by 12.6
percent to 774 "'tnpll'yees.
In the m.=anhl,lt>, thE' EPA ·s
clean-air programs would bE'
•.:ut by $2 million and lose 87
people. a 4 percent drop in
staffing. ThE' water quality
program would lose $2.3 million
and 55 persons.
Thirty of the people beine !"ut
from the air quahty prog• am
·vouJd be employees who work
in the field. The reduction

l'age Ill. Daily EM)'ptian. t-:ebruary t. 19110
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Touch
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MIX or MATCH

1% MILK
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* Cream Style Golden Corn

* Whole Kernel Golden Corn
~~ * Peos * Cut Green Beans
16-17-o:r:. Cans
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I pack

OLDSTYLE or BUTTERMILK

$139
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Mobil says rv profits higlrer

Stair photo by Brent Cramer

Janet Proctor. social lei'Yicn c~htat• f • tile Carbeadale
Sraiar CitiRns Center, lends a hand i1t tile Center's OperatMI
Sa-bound.

By Floyd Nenis
AP Ru•iltns Writer
NEW YORK CAP I -What is
more profitable - an oil
company or a television network? Mobil Corp. says a
network is, and it made a
television commercial saying
so. The networks say they will
not run the commercial.
"I think it's censorship."
Mobil executive vice presidePt
Herbert Schmertz said. •·J don't
think their motivation is to
censor, but that is the resui~ "
The networks said the
decision to reject the ad was
based on long-standing policies
against airing commercials on
controversial public issues and
had nothing to do with thf'
discussion of their profits. NBC
also chaUenged tile relevance of
the comparison.
The Mobil commercial. which
has run on stations in New
York. Washington and Los
Angelf's, features a welldressed man. described by
Mobil as a "security analysttype," saying Mobil's profits
were "big." but then noting that
Mobil spent more than $2.5
billion last year to find and
produce oil and gas.
..To get profits in perspective," the man in the
commercial says, "business

analysts 'ook at percentages,
just as you do when you open a
savings account. Ove!" the
years. Mobil has earnt'd about
the same profit percentage on
money invested as the average
for all manufacturing industries
- and les.« than for ABC. CBS
and NBC."
The commercial did not back
,;p the statement. but in
news 1laper ads Mobil cited
figure!l
on
return
on
stod~olders· equity the
amount of profit divided by the
au:mmt of money invested by
sharehol(frrs.
In 1978. according to Fortune
magazine. ABC had a 21.6
percent return on total profits of
$135.6 million: CBS's return was
21.0 percent on profits of $198.1
million. and RCA Corp. had a
return of 17.4 percent on earnings of $278.4 million. RCA
owns NBC. but does not provide
separate financial details on the
network. Mobil's return was
12.6 percent, but profits were
$1.13 billion.
There are differences in
methods of computing return on
shareholders' equity. This :v~ar
Mobil changed aceounting
procedures, and as a result
concluded that its return on
shareholders' ec;uity was 13.0
percent in 1978. a figure that

On campus drinking no problem yet
.BY

l:ric~

Howensthte

•su..rr wrik-r

Underage drinking at SIU-C
has oot yet become a problem.
said William Kehoe. assistant
coordinator of the Student Life
Offic--~.

''So far I hav~n 't received a
single report lof underage
drinkingl,'" Kehoe said, adding
tnat filed complaints take about
a week to reach his desk. Kehoe
expects to receive the
semester's first complaint
within the next three to four
working days.

cc!d'I~!~or ~n;,i~;~~~!'~::~~

said that he also lias seen little
evidence of a major problem.

grew to 20.8 percent in 1979 as
earnings rose to $2.01 hi!iaon.
RCA ·s profits wPre $21\3.8
million for 1979, but it did not
release
a
figure
on
stockholder's equity. CBS and
ABC have not releast'd 1979
earnings.
:SBC. in a statement read by a
spokesman, cited its policy that
"partisan \"iewpoints on important issues. such as oil
company profits, are presented
in news and public affairs
programs,
produced
by
oisinterested
news
professionals and not in paid
commercials."
'Mobil's attempt to compare
oil company profits with the
return on in.,ested capital of the
television netwflrks had no
bearing r111 oor decisu;n, ar.rl ill
our judgment injects wholly
extraneuus arguments into
Mobil's defense of its profits,"
the statement added.
CBS vice president Gene
Mater said his network's
refusal to air the ad "had
nothing to do with our profits."
but declined to discuss the
reasons. An ABC spokesman
said the company had a policy
similar to NBC's.

No

Kirk. who is in charge of ~odalize at such parties. a
Thompson Point housing. said "standard of reasonableness"
he deals with each con.plaint prevails. Kirk said.
In a room with "one 21-yearpragmatically.
"We
do
whatever seems necessary to old. a dozen staggering 19-yeartry to assure underage drinking olds and several emotv cases of
won't happen again." he said. beer." the older student will
Kehoe said University staff han a hard time convincing
••1embf'rs often give only a officials that he was the only
warni.ng to hrst-time violators. one drinking, Kirk said.
Although Joseph Gasser,
~i?:Su':iJ:::ih'::
assistant director of housing for
duct range "lrom <doi<~gl operations. said .. significant
nothing to S!!Spt'nsion," he said. changes" in the alcohol policy •
Dorm parties at which alcotwl are expected soon. only lite
h• se!'ved are not iurbidaen, legal drinking age has been
Kirk said. hov1ever, kt-gs are changed in the 1979 policy.
not permitted in the buildings. Stickers laminated onto meal
Alt.hourh students younger than tickets to help identify students
the lego.•l dl.inking age may over 21.

Guesswork!
Herrin
7045. Park

!r!:!

Canine keeps on licking and ticking
By Robert Lf'e Zimmer
Associated Press Writer
URBANA <AP) - A Shetland
sheepdog named Lady can give
you a lickin' while her heart
keeps on tickin' thanks to a
veterinarian at the University
of lllil'ois.
Lady. back for an annual
checkup this week. is doin~ as
weU as any nine-year-old canine
because of the heart pacemaker
Dr. Eugene Musselman implanted in 1974.
"There was no chance for her
if we didn't do it," Musselman
said. "With other medical
treatment the dog might have
lived two or three months."

fo~:a:i.:er:a~r: ~~:.;era:

clinic while he works, and goes
horlie with him at night.
"This do& has done Splendidly," said 1\lusselman. "I've
even seen her chase other dogs
and cats."
She will return to her home
near Chicago this weekend after
her two-week checkup is
complete.
Lady developed a complete
heart block at age two, and her
heart slowed from a normal 90
beats a minute to around 30. She
was faint and short of breath.
The family's veterinarian
referred Lady to Musselman.
who teaches courses in cardiac
disease at the Ul College of
Veterinary Medicine.
"I was cautiously op-

..SABIN AUDIO
•Technics Q2 Turntable
Retail S200 S.le Sl. .
•Fuji C-90 Metal to~Sit
•Just Arrived: Grofyx Splus
•Telorc Digital Records
Heart. Doobie Bros.,
1812 Overture. Firebird
•1 •Technics lng. Amps &
Receivers-IS% off·
•Grado Cart. H% off
•Best Prices on TDK and
Moxei!Tope
•Free Poly Viny. Record
covers w, visit
7 days a weelt 8om-10pm
lJI;J South St. M"boro .
... . ' .
68.-..-?771 , . ' c.ooo1lll

Crlstaudo's
Bakery &
Dell .
••1.a1:1

T<nPIIfi'IRITIO.
SPU1ll1SJS SIIICl 1t31
fatln'~l<91110o-Jt0t"'frCirf!tt·~

I"'UGJt h.aniOUS.CJ!•t'i & I.Dro.ld

Owt\ld# NY Sto~tt

CALl Tllll F.l(, -22).1712

Courses
for
the
Spring MCA T & DA T
in Carbondale will
start in Mmch. Those
interested pleos.e coli
collect.

(314) H7-77t1

Crlstauclo' s
Flight
. _ Restaurant
~ louthenllll.
Mt-Uit
'AlrJIOrf

AI

Mur.le Shoppl. . Cfttr.

OPEN MON-SAT

timistic," said Musselman. "I
tried to convince litem that they
had nothing tG lose."
The owners' main ~o•~rn
was whether Lady would be
able to lead a rebtively comfortable. norl1'al life after
surgery. Musselman believed
the chan{'t!S were good. even
though only one other successful OP£~alion of that kind
had been done.
Musselman
lo<'8ted
a
pacemaker. designed for a
human pat.ent. and the
manufacturer donated it to the
'="'lege.
".t'he surgery to implant the
device takes about an hour,
Musselman said, and a typical
charge would be $100 to St50.

,.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WIIK

ORDER NUW ~~!,1~· ·- ~>~ FEATURING .
FOR
~-quST~l)OOS;c
SUNDAY
VALENTINE'S ~..-.'7 - - -~
BRUNCH
DAY
10:30 a_.2:M pm
., L
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CATERING AVAILABLE IN YOUR HOME
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Kenn~dy-'s biggest c~mllenge

will be Nett' England CUllCllSes
AP ~ial ('OI"Jftpondt'nt
WASHINGTO:'Ii tAPI - As
Maine and New Hampshire go.
so goes s~n. Edward M. Kennedy.
Maybe.
The ch&•llenger for the
Democratic
presidential
nomination now says he is in the
campa1gn to !'lay. no matter
what happens in the upcoming
New England tests.
They come in Maine's town
meeting style DemocratiC
caucuses Sunday. and in New
Hampshire's presidential
primary election fo"eb. 26.
The morning after his landslide loss to President Carter in
the Iowa ~recinct caucuses,
Kennedy sa1d he had to win
those two contests. The implication was that if he did not.
his candidacy would be o\'er.
But he did not sav that.

All he Sliatl was· "Yes" \·;hen
he was asked whether he had to
beat Carter in the two New
England contests.

In fact. he couldn't have said
anything else. To have claimed
that two states in his own home
region were not \'ita! would
have affronted his supporters
and campaign workers just
when he needs them most_
Besides. nobody would have
believed him.
One sure wav to undo anv
presidential campaign is to talk
about quitting it. under anv
circumstances. The point of no
return has to bt; top secret. or
the candidate is virtuallv
certain to reach it.
·
When a candidate loses. as
Kennedy did in Iowa. the
P~<~ure ~ounts for him to set
goals. to o;av this <;tate or that
state is the 'crucial one.
Kennedjl already had done too
much of that for the good of his
own campaign. Outpolled in a
pre-s-:·ason straw vote in
fo'lor.da. ht• said Iowa woulri t~
th( first real test. Beaten there.
l:e said New England victories
were essential.
What really is essent1al is to

keep the money commg. When
it dries up. a campaign really is
over. Kennedy has had
problem5 in that department.
but nothing a victory or two
wouldn't cure.
In the competition for campaign dollars. it also is important that the candidate
quash any suggestion that if he
dot-sn't win next Tuesday. or the
Tuesday after that. he'll no
longer be a candidate. Set a
specific l'ontest as the make-orbreak test. and the wavering
donor will keep his checkbook in
his pocket to await the return.
In a way. Kenne<ly's early
misfortunes could be an asset in
the coming New England
primaries -- if he can beat
Carter. Any margin will do in
New Hampshire where. a year
ago. the pre-eampaign pollsters
said he was preferred over
Carter hy a 2-1 margin. Now the
polls give Cartt'r the edge.
Unless Kennedy succeed<; in
his own territory. his problems
will go from serious to .:ritical.

-.Attention
~~ S.I.U. Students
Foro limited time only, AEROFLITE INC. is offering
a "Bock-to-School Special" to students interested in
learning to fly.
Here's how it works:
Any student presenting a paid Spring Fee Statement
receives 10% OFF an ...
I. The Piper Video Training System (Private Pi loti
2. Private Pilot Flight Training
AEROFUTE. INC
3. Privale Pilot Ground Training
WILLiAMSON COUNTY AIRPORT
offer e•P"'"' F<·b 20th

MARION. ll

Call now ftJ-27M

6:195'11. .
1W1f!1J1

• Thts oHer good only to ~tudent$ without pre"•OUs troln••·9-

EVERY TUESDAY after 4:00pm

Candidates first debate, then agree
CONCORD. N.H. (API While other Demo<:ratic and
Republican
presidential
hopefuls debate about hoid;::g
debates m New Hampshire.
Rep. John Anderson and Gov.
Edmund Brown confronted
Pach othl"'' and found they
agreed on almost t>verything.
In a debate believed to be the
first involving a Democrat and
a RE"publican in a primary
contest. the California governor
and the Illinois congressman
took turr: ; agreeing with one
another
More than 400 people lined the
walls and sat on the floor of a
church hall to watch the battle
that never developed. It was
billed as a presidential candidates' forum on wollk.'n's
tssues. but Bn:wn and Anderson
were the only candidates who
accepted invitations.
Both Brown and Anderson
used the platform to stress that
they were the only candidates
who cared enough about
women's issues to attend. They
wt>re allowed 90 seconds to
respond to l'ach question. and
the questioners niten wound up
giving longer speechH than thf>
candidates.
The leaders of the forum
repeatedly cautioned that _all
ouestions must deal w1th

women's
issues.
One
disgruntled woman in the
audience commented.
"Everything. especially the
!\Iiddle East and inflation. is a
women's issue," but those
topics were never mentioned.
The mavericks of their
respective parties echoed each
other's views. Both favored
abortion. the Equal Rights
Amendment, equal pay for
equal work and numerous other
topics traditionally raised by
womP.n's groups.
If any candidate was
criticized at the 90-minute
question-and-answer session, it
was President Carter. On most
iss~s. the candidates started
their answers by criticizing
Carter's position.
''The president is in favor of
reinstituting registration and
the draft. I am not," Anderson
said. "However.I do not believe
that women should be exempted
from the draft in time of war."
Brown said he also opposed
the draft, callinl! it "a
dangerous gesture by the
Carter campaign."
The pl?.n to drart those bet·
ween tt-.e ages of 18 and ':& is
being formulated by men in
their 40s and 50S. Brown said.
He said if women are going to be
considered for the draft. 30-. 40-

and 50-year-old men also should
be considered for participation
"in this e:,;ercise of insanity."
Both candidates said thev
believed they had helped their
campaigns by appearing at the
forum.
As the crowd filtered out ~~

!'::rt!f' the~v~!~ ~~?:
11

whether it should be an Anderson-Brown ticket or a
Brown-Anderson ticket
··1 liked both their views. It's
a shame that we can't team up
the best from each party." said
Regina Falcome of l\1anchester.
"It would sure stop a lot of
squabbling
betwet'n
the
Democrats and Republicans. ••
GROCERY PRICES UP

WASHINGTON CAP)
Grocery prices went up again in
January. but the rate of increase was considerably below
that
of
December.
an
Associated Press marketbasket
s-o.itvey shows.
Much of the moderation could
be traced to declines in the
consumer cost of eggs and
frraen orange juice concentratl'
at many of the supermarkets
that were surveved. And there
were fewer increases reported
for beef and pork.

Now
Ponderosa
Family Night gives
you more for your money!
All dinners include a
baked potato, worm roll
with butter and our
All-You-Can-Eat salad bar.
·P,.,-~.-glw

InK-Mart Plaza
across from
University Mall

<.-....-,_.-... - . -

Oflw·dJocoura ArPoniCipOflng

Sr.....,.,_.P.,.,..._sopon
"""'IIOOomdaolv

American ap

Happy Hour
11:30-8
25¢Drafts
70¢ Speedrails

All Day. & Night

Warm up those winter nights
with one of the Tap 'a hot drinlta.

Kahlua&
Cream
70¢

•

a few good

<P'

leade~ (fi

Being a Marine officer requires molly things. Total
responsibility. Ability to give 100% to every
challenge-every time. Above all, leadership; the
single most critical skill sought after by on employer--military or civilian. If you hove the potential. desire. toughness and determination, we can
make you a leader. Not just while you're a Morine
officer but for the rest of your life. See your Marine
Corps Program;i Representatives in the Student
Center at the River Rooms, Feb. 5-1 from 8 a.m. to
~p.m. or call (314)263-581" collect.

TteMarines.

Check out the 't

Dailf igyptian, f'1!bnlary ~ ~. f"k~·"
_l

J

•.

I

~

;_.·

•• : E ·.,•

I miles.TOYOTA
20-32 m.p.g., 98.000
Super engine.
548-5104
aflel' 6.
The Dail)' Egyptian cannot
I
responsible for more than one day's
PLYMOUTH ARROW GT,5
incorrec\ Insertion. ArlvP.rlisers are I
~,·Jy q::-vnt•~n
~

'72

&...f!;J , - 11t11

$900.

3525Aa95

be

'76

HANDMADE QUILTS. 170.00 and
up. Call549-3903 after 5:00.
83488Af88

•

EARTH SHOES, "ROOTS". Brand
•t · 9-M •-•~ c
1 1

!d!.~~!:~!ntffo;e~~k~~.t_h:!f ~~ion~~h':~~ge~~c~~~~~ ,.:;:~k b'r!!:. 4.'>1-ma: .,!;':~ :!~e ·

the fault of the advertiser W! c:h
extras. $2650.00. Dao. ;;.19-5453.
3556Af89
lf'Sien
the
value
of
ln<>
3531Aa!IO
adverlisemf'nt will be adjusted. If, ------~----.. KINGSIZEWATERBED. includes

~:rw~h ~cf~~~~i~~~~~U0~ I

3311 before 12'00 noon for
cancf'llaliun in the nellt day's issue.

I

Cla"!llfifod
lnf-allon
Ra&es
One
Dav-16
cents per
word
mimmum $1.50.
daTwo Days-9 cents per word. per
or Four Days-8 cents per
w~e~~~ine Davs-7 cents per

!fllree

~~eO&f:~:!~~~ ~~t;r ft!~:=:

5 tea rn' s
5 ta nda rd
312 S.llllnols Ave.

w~ tr'ru~netftf: Days-6 cents

Tune-up

.fcyl- $2.f.99
6cyl - $29.99
8cyf - $34.99

per word. per day.
w!'j~:ro~~ore D.tys-5 r.ents per
15 Word ~\almum

m::~~r"'~!~~~1~h~~ft~!~J~~ Trans Filter Change~:::J~!:SPi'r!~~~~r~:!U:::r:1: $U.95 includes labor,

~v= ~~iti=l ~afl: ~!!.:;
pa~~~!d advertisin must be

filter and 3 qts. of
trans. fluid. 529-9111

paid in advance ellc:e:! for those
llt'COUnts with eslabhslied c:rt'dit

1978 DODGE ADVENTURER;
4114; ~-ton pickup: 20.000 miles;
heavy duty package; auto. tra ... ;
P.B.; P.S.; AC: AM-FM: 440 cu.
in.; burns regular gas: auxiUiary
fueilank; 15.600 (optional C. B. and
sp!ing-loaded bwnperl. Call 5497291 after 5:00.
3075Aa91

FOR SALE

Automotlv..

......

FOIIIIGN CAR PAIITS

Aullltetl. .

529-1644

..........

ICI2Walnut

c...-...Ta
I lat
--~· .._....

GLO.ALAUTO
North on Hwy. 51
Carbondale

........

OldastlnMurp~

Fcnt S.f'Yica.No Waiting
All New Parts
Meat Parts in Stock
All parts and tanricas

_......._.~

ForSerwlce:
S2t-1M2

CUSTOMIZED CHEVY VAN •
New engine, tnmsmisaion, brakes,

3M1Aala

~~=:;.:~.::.:0~::

FOilSALE..,.~P..t. UP wt&ll

c-t~..., ttl&~ · - • • · 4$7-11140.
~~Aau
miks. 54,_1,.._ after 5p.IB.
35_71_"-_
12 • '72. AUDf 100 LS. 4 speed. 4
_________
1!!117 MGB FOR SALE. Belly •ad
eyhnder, 2$-30 rn.p.g., $1200. 5493806· 5-6 p.m.
''P Deed lillie war•. Relnlill
3473Aa88
n~gille. Sew fuel p01p, lllluenes.
nlaaust. Micheli• radials. SJ51.
CaU Jim. 54,_11!!11.
lSSJAaM
G~C

JIMMY, lUI. 4·WD lEx·
celleD& ~iU... leU of nlras.
Afler IPM ....,_71e7, ar185-111Z.
35-tZAa!ll

'74 VW 4cyl4spd o.c.
'76 Monzo p.s. p.b. o.c. auto
'76 Sunbird p.s. p.b. auto, o.c.
'74 AMX p.s. p.b. o.c.
'76 Jeep c;-7 p.s. p.b.

1178 TRANS AM, Special Edllioe
Gokl. 6.6 Utre. AD Power,LeaciN
will! Ex&ras. Low Mileage. lEx·
c:rllelll C4mllitl•, "-•· 1114-4151

~l5Aalll

af&er Sp•.

1-1• •111
C'...le
Slt-11•
IM-11•1

=

~PP- ~otor•, clJm.

=:.-.::...Lae-

Real Estate

NEED WHEELS?
CHECK OUT

ANNA, CHARMING NINE room
home. beautifully landscaped
yard. central air. newly remodeled
family room and kitchen. two car
garage near all schools. Priced
S79.00tl. For appointment. phone
893-2124.
B3552Adl06

ou•

TIIANSPOIIIATION
SPICIALS
UNiert1. .
'73 Plymouth St. wagon full
pnwar, runs good.
'74 Buick 225..,. Veryclaon

MoiiUeHomes
CARBONDALE AREA: 12x60
mobile hf'moe. Many appliances
and ex~s. Extra nice. $51100. !lti2930 oo Tues. and Thurs. after 6:00
or 1·2',7-787-7556 anytime.
3387AelOOC

inside and out.

'73 Chevy Loguno 2dr power
and air.

72ChavyC-10P.U.• out•. camper
70CIOChavyP.U.loobond

MUST SELL, KOZY 8x36, well
built. pine cabinelll, good location.
SU:iO, after 5PM; 529·3779, 5-1985118.
3498Ae88

runs great!
'73 Chrysler Newport 4dr.

UntlerSJII

_..1

72 Chevy Malibu 2dr Mechanics
dream.
71 Chevy Monte Corio. Good
rubber and engine.
73 Plymouth Fury 4dr. needs
trans.
71 Ford LTD 2dr h.t.

3580Af94

Electronics

I1UDINf DIICOUN1S
AKC Registered Puppies
TrOf'lcol Fish Specialists
Tropical Fish Supplies &
~ceswrles

._...

Miscellaneous

I

FOR SALE: Dried Wild Ginseng
Hoots by the pound. Call 618-89341181, Cobden. IL.
3402AI95

TYPEWRITERS. SCM ELEC·
TRICS. new and used. Irwin
T;.·~writer Ellchange. 1101 North
Court, Marion. Open Monday·
Saturday. 1·993-2997. H3."90Afi01C

71 Lodge 0100 P.U.

No r-sonoble oHer
r9fu..cl
See these and more at
Epp5 OATSUt. East Rt. 13
at Lake Road.

I

\ophomorn and up
eoturmg
J, 2 & J bd.
Sphl level apls

fff1CI.0(18S

1-.

Sw1mmmg pool

Att c011d•••ontng
WaH to Wall carpeting

fully furn.shed
Coble TV servtce
Nlotntenonce i•rvtCe

Chorcool groll•

ANon·,

VERY ClOSE TO CAMPUS

. . . . .carnpular

Computers for:
•Education
•Scientific Use
•Statistics
•Business
•Home and Personal
Uses
Come in tor o free demons trot'

11K Apple II 111tS
IWNOIS CIOMPU1aMMr

• I " • rental• 1...1.._
11MW.MAIN
~lc·

S2t-8)·te

MUST
SELL-FISCHER
Speakers. Rare fltiOr standing
model XP-10, 3 way speakers.
15"woofer with Piezo electric
tweeters. $200.00 fll11l for set. 5291561.
35%7Ag118

SIBERIAN
HUSKIES.
CHRISfOf'HER. AKC puppies.
adults. bilK' eyes $12$-up. Credit &
Layaway. 724-7897.
3461Ah94

Cameras
CROWN GRAPHIC CAMERAS.
film holders. hangers. carriers.
Omega Enlarger. Developing,
printing equ!pment, washers.
dryers. 997·5.">5i.
3550Aj!IO

Sporting Goods
NEW. COMPLETE SCUBA diving
set. S350 or best. also radio ce>ntrolled airplane, S250 or best. must
sell both. Sol9-7ll'.ll.
S:l85Ak91

Books
ARE YOU IMPORTANT or im·
potent in today·s world? ··we Are
The Ones" says your •.wn mind
~lains the m~~ings of history.
371 p~. pa~r back $7.50. Com·
monser~.se Books. ID, Box 287.
BedflJI'd, MA. 01730.
3544Am107

Musical
2

!~tC:S~~;~~c~ JBt_A~c:t":~c:~=

o1001 and case. Best offer. 549-1596
after 5.
3447An!IO

STER

REPAIR

Autllo HCMPihll M9-14tS

TROMBONE.
KING·
CLEVELAND. Excellent Con·
dilion with case, $130. 687-2145
after 5.
3576An!IO

(across from the train stntion)

FOR RENT

to cboose from! Call 529-1667 for
the lowest prices in Carbondale.

Apartments

NALDER STEREO

Nowta ng
Spring Contracts

~

SPECIALS THRU FEB. 9
AUDIOua..ca CA. . . . .
AT 12 EZ Reg. $70.00
Now$30.00

AUDIO fiCHNICA
IONICM»>M
eg. $13.95
Now$10.95
MAXWIU. UDXL I & II
eg. $7_.25
Now$4.99aoch
any quantity

715 So. University
"on the island"

W.buyUMdi1Wwo~

....................
-----..
Good condition or
needing repair .

.. COUPON"

FREE
Guitar Player
Keyboard Player
Magazines
1 per patron
up to$r.75 value

Music Box

:;;:.-:~~::.

Pets & Supplies.
AQt:ARIUM · MURPHYSBORO •
TROPICAL Fish · small animals
and birds. also dog and c.-at supplit>S. Bec.-kman Co.. 20 N. lith St.,
fiM-6811.
83570Ahi07C'

:\IISS KITTY'S GOOD used fur' nilure. bl.'ds. box springs. mat·
i tresses. Chests of drawers.
1 drl'5Sers. sofas, dinette sets. much i
more too numerous to ment10n 1 WASTEDLARGF. BIRO Cage and
457-2114
dt'hvery.
RR 149. · act'f'SsoTies. Keith. 457-65419. ·
._
_ _ _ _ _ _ _457-2115
_ _ __. Open
Hurst.da1ly.
llltnmsfree
91r7·2491
3450Afl02("!
J581AM<
Pagl' r.f. Dailt'Egypt'iah:l'.bruaty '4. 1980

..... ......, ... .....-.

dog or co• food .., on, oole

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER I FAll
StU approved for

tfh

Small Animals
Canaries Porok-ts Finches
10 gal aquarium .•.•... 5.99
55 gal aquarium •••... 69.~

.____u,.,.
____,_ran_f¥..·--~' ~!faUr:!~~ti~B~C:~:~t:e!~

... SCOt:T. 4-WHEEL drive. New
battery. coed Ures. Sllort·ltetl
pieb....... W..741M.

Great shape. 457-4i569.

APARTMENTS

PIIH NIT "'SUPPLY
HIADOUAITIIIS

for efficiencies, one
bdrm and two bdrm
opts. 3 blocks from
campus. No pets.

GlennWIIIDnaa.ntal
511 So. University
457-7M1
CARBONDALE, IN NEED of an
apartment? We have vacancies,
sil!gle or double occupancy,
completely turn:shed. We pay
utilities. Apply io person. Office.
511 S. Graham. 457·4012. 8am..Spm.
83390Ba!IO
I AP.\RTMENT FOR :I people.
sophomore approved oo campus.
$'.!110 per month. Includes utilitres.
3418Ba91
Call 457·5636.
MURPHYSBORO, VERY NICE 2
bedroom, $215.00 per moolh. 52921694 or 549-7723.
3486Ba88
MURPHYSBORO, VERY NICE 1
bedroom, $165.00 per mouth. 52921694 or 549-7723.
3485Balil
FOR RENT: NICE 1 bedroom apl
Cl- to campus. low utility biUs.
Call 457-7259 after 5.
351688891

Royal Rentals

For informahon stop by

The Wall Street Quads

1207S. Wall
or call
U7-4123
OFFICE HOURS:
Mon- Thur·Fri 9 fa Spm
Soturdo s 11-3 m
APARTMENT FOR RENT
Unfurnished. one-bedroom, all
electric. near Murphysboro. 6843413.
3565Ba91

CARTERVILLE

EFFICIENCY

APARTME!IiTS. Furnished.
electric and water paid. natural
gas heal. crossroads, Rt. 13. ;;.193866.
35638889
Efo'FICIENCY
APARTMENT
FOR rent, SIJ:>.month. cwater 6
trash included! cl- to c:arnpus.
Call549-7939afler9PM. 3549Ba!l:l
CAMBRIA. 3 BEDROOM apart·
m!"'t Appliances furnished. $115
includes t4J'Pr Quiet neigh·
borhood. No lease. 911:>-.t&.t.
835628891

Houses

2, 3, and 4 bedroom, close to
campus. Call between 4 & 5. 5291082.
83357BbUr.!C
FEB. RENT FREE. Cozy Country
Cottage 3 mi. S. of SIU, furnished
for single. pet. water. trash; also
trailer. rent S125. 457-6167. 457·
5749.
83SiiBb104
CLEAN. FURNISHED. TWO
miles east, available now, two
bedrooms. SliD a 111011th, no pets.
457-7263.
B3500Bb89

STUDENT RENTALS
3 AND 4 81DJIOOM
HOURS. CLOU TO
CAM~US

Call ••tween 4:00
and 5:00pm.
529-1082 549-6880
CRAB ORCHAkD t..STATES. 3
bedroom house, ga~ heat, air
conditioner, water & parbage
included $260.00 mo. 2 bedroom
trailer SISO.oo mo. Sol!l-7180 af~er
5:00.
3507Bbllo
NEAR CEDAR LAKE. $-acres. 3bedrooms, pay CIPS only. set up
for wood stove. fnre firewood. pets
allowed. available Feb. 1. 457·2094.
35-168b92

----------------

SMALL, NICE 3 miles east. 2 or 3
bedrooms. living room. kitchen
bath. 1250, couple or 2 people. g~
& water included. Call457-7280.

835828b92
TWO PEOPLE NEED 1 more for
three bedroom house, furnished,
all utilities included, $125 a month
•"h. 45H334.
B:.56oBb93

C.rltonthlle Housing.
Extra Nice 4 Bdrm,
furni~hed house, 3 blacks
from campus, woll-~walf

...............

carpet. Absolutely no pets,

2 ...... MoltllaMOMH

ONE TWO-BEDROOM & one three
bedroom trailers. Glisson Court.
616 E. Park St.• Carbondale.
3298Bcll3

Efficiency Apts. $130/mon
1 Bdrm Apts. $175/mon.

10x50
12x50

$115/man
$l20/mon

All locations ore furnished
A.C.• SOME UTILITIES FURNISHED

NO PITS.
i·

UJ..-..22

Coli U4-4141

Moll lie Homes
----·-------

I B~:DROOM TRAILER. 3110 South
Graham. Call Ha\ens Realty, 5:!920-10. S85 mor>th.
3-1;!38c88
CAHBOlliDALE.
12x60. .<\T·
TR.\tTIVJo: 2 bedroom, air, car·
pele<i. full kitc.-bt'n •. Ro"anne
Traller\'uurt,$155. :>!!Hill.
:\.n:;B,~q

INTERESTED IN HORSF.S?
Lovely 2 hdroom next to horse
farm.$180.00. 457-7697 after6p.m.
B3502Bc88

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
near
Carbondale,
recently
remodeled. w1U need tran·
~porlation. SilO plus •-. utilities,
"all Steve, 687·2891.
. 3342Be89

CARBONDALE. 2 BEDROOM
14x70. Washer. dryer. un·
derpinned. Very nice, no pets.
Phone687·2628afler 5:00. 3541Bc88

CARBONDALE MOBILE HOMES
No. 164. $90.00-month plus •-.
utiloties. Come by after 4:00. Rob.
3382Be90

------

ONE AND TWO bedroom trailers
close to campus, call 54!H838 or
inquire SOlS. Marion. B3528Bc88

PLEASE
bedrooms.
monthly. 3
town. 324 W.

TRAILER
FOR
RENT.
Reasonable. Soutll of Carbondale.
No pets. Phone 549-3680. 3522Bc88 ·

3480Be93

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO Share
2-bedroom a~rtment,
own
bedroom. close to campus. $116.66
plus utilities. 529-1264.
3479Be88

FREE BUS
7RUNSDAILY
lr-:-±~~)

RENT ME! Two
need someone. SilO
blocks campus and
Walnut. anytime.

LARGE OWN ROOM. carpeted.
for quiet person, St05.00. very
cheap utilities, close to campus.
549-6489, Kevin.
J.189ik88

Rt. Sl North
~9-3000

!liiCE 2 BEDROOM. furnished.
energy saving. no CIPS. near
campus, sorry no pets. 457·5266
B3538Bc92

I

2 BEDROOM. WARREN Road.

1 FE!\'IALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

furnished. t•nderpinned, AC. 1\io
pelS. 549-8481.
Bl5-M!Bc90

I ~lose to campus. 1!50.00 month

:-liCE. 2-BEDROOM. 1 mile from
campus. available immediately.
549-2533.
83568Bc90

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
immecbately to share 2 bedroom
trai!...-, S90 month, '--.utilities. 5293491Be88
2794.

i for furnished 2 bedroom apartment

' ::::i:~:::::~:
I
or

trailer. Walking distance to
- - - - - - - - - - - • . campus. $90 per month and •-.
1 utilities. Call Jim
Kathy 5292876.
3520Be89

TRAILERS

1
, FEMALE-IMMEDIATELY FOR

$100-$180 per month

C'HUCK RENTALS
549-3374

a-----------ol
llt.:GE 2-BEDROOM. 70xl4. clean.
~arpeted.
nicely
furnished,
,;padous kitchen livingru,·m.
1· 1mpus Bus. 4S7·897'.t. a29-Ji96.
3551Bc96

THREE LARGE BEDROOMS.
two baths. washer-drver, carpl'ting. central a1r. in 14xio mobile
home at Southern Park. Phone 549;t>.'):l or 549-69117.
B3571Bc9'i

f.Pwic p,.~!'; .\p~ .• U'I\,H Juuffi. '..!
first month's rent paid! $82.50 per
month and ~. utilities. Call 549-

J

I

I

3508Be92
!FEMALE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED. S80 mooth plus utilities.
block from campus. 52!1-3496. 609
3530Be90
S. Poplar.
1
I MALE GRAD OR serious un·
dergrad. Own room in great 2
bedroom apt. Central beat, AC.
. $140 monthly includes utilities,
cable. No pets. 457-11462. 351JBe92
J

1•
!
l

FEMALE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED. for lttrge house close to
campus. SIOS per month. 401 W.
354SBe90
College, 549-4231.

l"\llERPINNING. WASHER·
DHH:H. air conditioning. two full
baths. in extra sharp 12x60 at
Soulhem Park. Phone 54~7653 or
54!H;987.
ln>f2Bc97

tram·- to·-.

FEMALE
NEEDED
FOR
beautiful house in country with

..,.--.1 ~;:J~~~·:.J:JS:.":.~. plus

r- 111
-.,.-1
1-0 -.-. 2- ..-.-..-,-001

month. i DESIRED-ONE
plus utllltl.._ In wrlous
locotlons. Sft.1a6
for cozy bau8e
from . ...._ __
175.00 per month
3

.L..----..:.""'-···-·---..
Rooms
CABLE T~. ALt u<ilities paid,
maid service. $52.50 per week.
King's Inn Motel. 549-4013.
B3113Bd93C

I

355ll8e89
ROOM MATE
to camP'&
plus one-third

c._

1 utilities. 549-0646.

3557Bd8
A MISS OR a Ms. wiD love her own
room in this new three bedroom
home behind Murdale Shopping
Center, with wasbe;-dryer, carpeting. all the extras. Phone 54~
69117 or 529-1427 after5:00.
B3573Be97

fWO PEOPLE NEED I more for 3
bedroom house. furnished, all
utilities includPd, $125 a month
each. 457-4334.
B3559Be93
PRIVATE
ROOM.
CAR·
BONDALE, in apartment for
students. Can do own cooking, TV
lounge, all utilities includt:d in
rent Very near campus. Call 457·
7352.
B3496Bdl04C
YOUR OWN ROOM. In a house
right next to campus. Free rent
llntil Feb. 15. Available im·
mediately. Call Mary Jo at 529-2959
anytime.
354881193

Roommates
WALKING
DISTANCE.
SPACIOUS Rooms, SilO month.
large house, carpeted. very nice on
Sycan....re St.. 549-6489. 3321Be92
f'E!\IALE NEEDED TO take over
contract till August in large house.
2 nice roommates. 3 blocks from
campus. $100 rent, one-third
utilities. own bedroom. 512 S.
~·orest. 549-4062 from 6 to 8 p.m.
l2!17Bt!88
ROO:I<IMATE WANTED NOW
through summer. Own room.
Wash~r-drver. Carbondale. 457·
1138t. 453-2263.

3322Be88

ROOMMA1'E WASTED FOR a
modern 3 bedroom home.
available now, call457-~ or 5498384.
3356Be89

FEMALE ROOM:\IATE WANTED
to share a bouse with pool. Room
and board in exchange ror light
housekeeping and cooking. Send
brief resume to P.O. Box 2815,
Carbondale.
3383Be92

'
I

II 2CARTER~~~~~P~EX·
,_.
bedroom • storage • washer,
1dr)er book-up· privacy. ~~~

00

CARBONDALE.
FURNISHED,
CLEAN. 2 bedroom. No pets. $200.
Giant City Fla<.'ldup. 457-~BI!IO

I

MoWle Home Lots

FREE

MOVETO
~t. 51 North
549-3000

"'
·~· ..

'=·

.

XRAY

TECHNICIAN. SEEKING
individuals interested in part-time
eventngs or ntghts to work m a new
and up-to-date X-Ray Department.
Applicant should be registered or
registry eligible.
Excellent
working conditions and salary
program, including free parkmg.
Contact: PersoMel Department,
St. Elizabeth's Hospital, 211 S.
Third Street. Bdleville. Illinois
62221.

IWANT10
You with all your
insurance needs!
• auto
• renters
• mobile homes

Karstens
N New Era Road
Carbondale

457..0421

I

457•6319

·I,' EN,"TER"fAIN"ERS.

BOLEN
REPAIR
Finest quality crafrsmanship
with
over 30 year's experience to serve
your furniture repair needs. 33i
Lewis Lane. Carbondate ~~1c

8

l\ot''·SICIA",
"
,, S.

or au ....a.;eties to perlorm at Eaz-!'11
i Coffeeh)IJse. Call457-8165 between
1

1

9 and 1.

83564F92

r-----~~~~~----~!

KAR N
A Iterations-Drapes

LOST

above Atwood Drug:;

downtown. Open Feb.
Mon-Fri
Sat 1-~
IOam-2pm Closed Wed

~IAN'S GOLD BRAtt:LET. large•
open link at Hangar !I Tuesday.
.Jan. 29. reward. Call David at 457·

PREGNANT?
call BIRTHRIGHT

I

I

I

·

SMALL IRISH SETIER. female.
red. brown collar. lost on Pleasant
Hill Rd .. answen to Lucy. call5292658. Reward
351~1!8

NEED A PAPER Typed? IB:\1
Selectric, fast !:: &• •·urate.
reasonable rates. 549-2258. 31.J..~E92

WAITRES".io:"' models for fashion
shows l'le~;d. Apply at Beef·
master Restaurant. Route 13.
Carterville.
:Hfi4"1C'92

810-MED TECH

SELL NOW
for Top Dollar

635 E::.st
Walnut

FUR~ITIJP..E

I
I

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR
Student Workers: Begin now: 1
opening: Typist-Secretary with 5I).
60 wpm accuracy with morning
work block. 15 hours-week. ~
opening~
PBX
Switchboard
Operator-Receptionist with 40-50
wpm typing skills. morning work
block. 20 hours-week. Applicants
must bave ACT·I''FS on lite at
Student Work Office. Phone
Psychology 536-2301. Exl.22l.
B3391C90
I _B_A_R_T_E_N_D_E_R_S--C-OCKTA IL

AutN, Trucks
Junkers, and Wrecks

c•ll TERRY GOLD ot
457·1461
H.J. Schouwecker
Ins 1r0.!!!........-

B3512~106C

WANTED
.

HELP·

B2928C88

M-EN!
WOMEN!
.JOES!
Cruiseships! Sailing Expeditions!
Sailing camps. No experience.
Good pay. Summer. Career.
Nationwide. Worldwide' Send$4.'15
for application-info-referrals to
Cruiseworld 113, Box 60129,
Sacramento, CA 95860.
3233C97

3892.

!

REMODELLING.
ROO~T-lG.
SIDING. Coocrete work. pane mg.
celotex. and painting. 529-2361 D •
R H~me Improvement Co.

SERVIQS
OPFERED

HELP WANTED

5080.

83539G88

BLACK AND W~iiTE male cat
named I,.eedee. Lost between West
\lam and Springer. ;H~8.'hlll
35i5G89

Fr- confidential ossistanc~
and pregnancy testing.
2-7 pm Mon-Fri
9-1 Sot.

AI\ excellent opportunity is
14'-2"'
currently available to a recent
graduate or an experienced
FOUND
THESIS. DISSERTATIONS. !
1
RESUMES.
Call the Problem ;
Bio-Med Tech. You'll enjoy the
benefits ot a multi-hospital I Solvers at Henry Printing. 118 S. I
83287EIOOC : YOL":-IG MALE {>I.ACK Lab Has
orgoni::rotion 1hot ollaws you to I1 Dhnois, 457-4411.
--..--=-=-~~"""'!'---•; black leather collar and 1979 Cook
odvonce proft'ssionolly.
A-1 TV RentaTs
; County rab1es tag Call687·2567
In addition to on excellent
after 5 p.m.
35&tH90
New Zenith Color $25.00
salary, tuition reimbursement.
monthly. Black & White
and a competitive benefit
$15.00 monthly. Free
package. you'll enjoy an outANNOUNCEMENTS
Maintenance. Fr- Delivery.
standing continuing education
pt"ogram.
417-..... _ _ _.. ASPIRING COMEDIAN5-GlJYS
L----..;:;:.:.;,:;::;:..
PI-e send your resume in
ABORTION-FINEST AIEDICAL
• Is · t
ted · f
·
1 b
complete confidence to:
care. Immediate appointments. { :!, ::rr::Oeo~~
!ri:'::::e~!t

'l
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ST. MA.Y"S HOSPITAL
Attn:.,.._. D1p

.,_.,

111~1treet

ltreetor, IL 61164
Equal Oppartunity Employe< Mo F

I

.PARTS ;

SE\~rc~S

....

I Ca11Johnafter6p.m.54~~88

l•oPERCENTOFFCtothingtosn:
students. mention ad. Rusty SpLr.
•• mite west
1

or 1·57.l\otario~ 91

I
I

Rt. Sl North
REPRESENTATIVES FROM
"'""-3000
OVER thirty federal and state
NURSI!';G OPPOKTUNITIES. 1 ,__ _ _ _ _ _
.-"7
w1U allh·~
be Ol'
_ _ _ _ _ _. ,• governmental
ca_mpus to talk agencies
with students
RNs. LPNs, . Full and part time
positions ava ;..:ble. Excellent
COVER'S UPHOLSTERY.
annual Governm.,nt Career Day
starting salaries and benefits
FU RN ITU RE upholstery and
"<"neduled for Tuesday i-'ebruary 5.
which include tuition rein·
repair. Complete line or fabric • 11980. in Ballroornli .\ ·md B at t.ie
bursement and a differential
supplies available. Call529-1052.
Sh!oenl Center. The Career
schedule of
percent for
B3286E101C 1Planning and Placem.mt Center is
coordinaltng Government Career
evenings, and II '-2 percent for
nights. Apply in person or call or
NIID AaotmON
...,.. ·
write Personnel Dept.. Memorial
1
Hospital 404 W.Main St .. Car·
INfOIIMATION?
83354J89
bondale. 549-0721 ext. 175. Equal
To help you through this exBEDii;:r-TING.. --B-El->SO_U_."-,1\1-G
Opportunity Employer. B3458C92
I perience we give you comI PROBLE:\IS' Counseling-· -Get
PART-TIME SECRETARY f•tr
plete counseling of any
I help--Th~ Center for Human
typing,
dictation
and
duration bet~re ond after
l Development--No Charg~-Cal1
'"'
\54~4-Ul
83567Jl07C
mimeographing. Apply by letter to
A.B.C.M., 913 S. Illinois, Car· 1 the proc~~l US
0-E-.P-RESS-IO_N___M_A_R_R_IA_G_ES=bondale.
3535C90
i
.. ...._We Cere"
'iOt:TH
aod
f'amilvSI'AFF POSITION, Dlinois South
Cohabitational Problems-·
Project, Collectively run public
Ctii1Coll.ct.S1e.ft1-IJIS
Counseling-Center for Human
iPterest organitation. $9,500
Or foil Free
Development---No charge--549~':;t~:!.ugdeve::;~!::
83561J10iC

I

I

a•..

:!,es;.;!is

~ath:~Hr~:~e~:'.!~:~~:r:nce
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issues. Fundraising. 701 N. Park.

Herrin. 62948. 16181 942-a;l3.

3566C91
REGISTERED
X-RAY
TECHNICIAN. Full-time position.
We offer an excellent starling
salary with new impreved salaries
to begin April 1st. Contact: Per·
sonnet Department Memorial
Hospital, 41 1 W. Main St. Car·
hondale. 549-.1721 exL 175. 83577C97

TUTORS WANTED FOR listing
with Office or Veterans Affain. All
subjects. 0\'A maintams a list of
CRAB ORt1'ARD LAKE M.H.P.• j tutors for veiS as part of a
funded
tutor1al
Carbondale. l:xpanding, Excellent : federally
facilities. Free month'srent. Small i assistance ,..ogram. Call 453-2:'91
or stop by Woody Hall 8358 to have
pets VK. 549-7513.
S249Bl81 I' your name. address, subject~sl
and hourly rate listed. If you
RACCOON V. ALLEY; .1st mo. rent
signed up for fall semester. you
free~ B1g scemc lot, trees. pets. $45
must sign· up ;tgain for the Spring
and up. 3 m1tes south tf SIU. 457·.
Listi~
B~~l
616""! _o,r 4.57-57_4!', •••••.I!=!P?~!4t'!c; J

14411.

BECOME A BARTENDER.
Classes taught by professionals at
a Carbondale Nighl spot. Call the
Dirty Don School of Bartending.
549-3036.
B3505Eto:w

fI

ANTIQUES

ANTIQUES. HANDICRAFT~
NllSTALGIA. Shop the little shop
yo11 discovered at Chrislma5
Polly's Antiques and Countr.
Craft!>. One mile west of Corr
mumcations
Building
ll
i Chautauqua.
3314U
I

.
Printing Plant I
Photocopying
Offset Copying
Offset Printrng
Thrsis Copies
Rt'sumes
Cards

I
!

BUSINESS
OPPOaTUNITIES

· CAKHONDALE OFFICE F(l

60t- c; ,Illinois. Carbondale

1 ~"'-7732

! Ren1-Newly remodeled. privah
! room office at 1217 W. Main. f

..___________.. ! ~~-re~eet:~~-~~:.

B~71l:'A'
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RIDERS WANTED
BUS SERVICF. TO Chicago and
suburbs. :Sext run l''eb. 8-11. $39.75

roundtrip; $41.75 after Feb. 4. Chi·
Dale tickets sold daily at 823 S.
Dlinois in Bookworld Bookstore.

U·S· grain eniliargo'
freezes barge traffic

Rv Robert Burns
S4!HU77.
33851'92
ASsociaWd Press Writer
ST. WUIS. Mo. !API- The
U.S. embargo on grain shipments to the Soviet Union has
frozen barge traffic on the
MissiSSippi River in a way Old
Man Winter couldn't. industry
officials say.
With grain reserves at record
levels and the loss of a major
export market, many Midwest
\0-o-.o-<==-..::::o-..::::o.....:::;.....:::;.....:::;"'G"'G:Mif 1 grain dealers have virtually
stopped hiring barges while
elta Zeta Sorority inthey hunt for new buyers.
ites you to their Rush
"The President's action has
had
the effect of cutting off the
arty at 7 pm Mor.day
demand for barges," said a
t the DZ house, 712A
spokesman for a New Orleanso. University. Call based barge company.
As a result. barge operators'
29-9225 for more infor spot shipments have
ormation or transpor- rates
plummeted - some say by as
ation.
much as 50 percent.
To make matters worse,
barge operators say they are
losing money on the hundreds of
grain-filled barges ~aught in a
massive logjam at the port of
New Orleans, where 10 grain
terminals handle 40 percent of

Tanya. Kim, Renee,
Cheryl. Julie, LuAnn,

Kim,

Diane,

Kim,

Laura, Tami
Love,

Your Pledge Moms

!'!r~~~

C

b.T~~~

load Russian ships until ordered
to do so by a federal judge.
Additionally. hundreds of
grain-laden barges are sitting
idle upriver. waiting for exporters to find new markets.
Ice normally dngs the
Mississippi above St. Loois and
the Illinois and Ohio rivers in
January. but this year's mild
1\hdwest winter has kept the
nvers nearly ice-free.

Campus Briefs
A three-membt>r review team from the Society of
American fo'ortsters will be t'Valuating the Fort'Stry
Department Ft'b. ~7. Howard A. Spalt, chairman of the
dePartment said the review will direcUy aifl'Ct the 335
students and 14 faculty members in the department. He
added that an accredited ~choc•l can offer graduates a
broader job market and more ~sily attract new fac•dty to
the department. SIU.C's fo'orestry Department, one of 35
accredited in the United States. ~arne accredited in 1975.

Barta said, and there is no relief
in sight.
"The embargo has had the
same effec! as if the river had
frozen anyway." said Dave
Gladwell of Dravo-Mechling. a
New Orleans-based barge
comp.;•;:;.
A rec ~t spot check of a 200mile stret~h on the Illinois,
whi~h
empties into the
Mississippi JUSt north of St.
Louis. showed 520 barges sitting
empty. about five times the
normal number, Gladwell said
in a telephone interview.
On Jan. 4, President Carter
announ~ed he was halting
shipment of 17 million metric
tons of wheat and corn to the
Soviet Union in retaliation for
its intervention in Afghanistan.
Carter said he would allow the
sale of 8 million tons of grain
previously priJmised the
Russians, but a dot.kworters
boycott has bl~ked the
movement of near;v all Sovietbound shipments Ciut of New
Orleans. olf~e:ials there said.
"This probably will drag on
until there are other markets
found for the RUISian grain,"
one shipper said.
The barge companies, many
of whom rely heavily on bulk
farm produce for their business,
apparently wiU be hurt worse
during the embargo than the
railroads, whi~h generally
carry more diversified cargoes.

David V. Koch. rare books librarian at 1\lorris Library,
has been named University archivist a~ cur~ tor~ special
collections. Koch has been rare books bbranan striCe 1970
and previously was an English instructor at W~ght State
University in Dayton and a writer and colummst for the
Dayton Journal Herald. Koch repl~ Kenneth ~ock~tt.
who leit in July to assume a new posahon at the Uruvers1ty
~ Oregoo.
John Yow, director of Carbondale's housing code enforcement, will speak at 8:3(1 p.m. Monday in Ballroom A.
Sponsored by tlw Illinois Fu.blic Interest Research .Group,
Yow will explain the Carbondale housing code and
procedures a tenant musi follow to make bis landlord
comply with the ordinance.
The Rape A~tion Committee of the Women's Center is
accepting appli~ations from women in Jackson County and

surrOUJ'I.fi.~ areas interested in being trained for servi~ on

the Rape uisis Go-Out Team. To receive an applicatiort.
call 528-%\24 .and leave your name and address. Requests for
applications must be made by Feb. 11.

To help educate children in proper dental ~are, the Dental
Hygiene Program will celebrate National Children's ~tal
Health Week Feb. 3-9. A ~ter contest, cam ivai and puppet
shows wall be held in vanous Carbondale gra~hools Feb.
U. The finale wiU be held Feb. 9at the University Mall.
State Rep. William Harris. D-Marion, will speak on
Jllinois nuclear plants and facilitie~ at 8 p.m. Feb. 4 at the
New Life Center. As a legislator, Harris has participated in
the Congressional Review of Nu~lear F~tcalities.

"These mdd winters don't
come around very often. and to
see one rome around and not be
able to take advantage of it is
frustrating," said Tom Barta.
president of Valley Line Co., a
St. Louis-based barge company.
About one-quarter, or twice the
ilormal number, of Valley's 600
grain barges are awaiting
unloading at New Orleans,

Tettt to a&•ess

geneml studies
Ry Robill S.(MIIIar
Staff Writer

Outgrown
your shell?
find a better
place to live
through the

,,

D. E.
CLASSIFIED$

Letters
to
300
undergraduates. asking them to
participate in a test that wiD be
used to determine how effteient
general studies programs are,
will be sent out this week.
Jewell A.
Friend. dean of
General Academi~ Programs.
said.
Sponsored
by
General
Academic Programming. the
undergraduate
program
assessment test was developed
by the Educational Testing
Servil.-e at Princeton l'niversity. Friend said it is widely
used to det~?rmine whether
students who complete the
general studies pr~ram have
become "generally educated."
At a General Studies Advisory
Council meeting last week.
Friend said. "This test is part of
our preparation for a review of
general studie!t program. Every
six years each academic
program on campus is
re~iewed. We're to be reviewed

n 1981."

Tbe part of the test to be sent
to undergraduates this week
concentrates on the social
sciences ;area. It will not tt'St
a~y specific course content.
' Friend said. Instead. it will
focus on students' abihty to
interpret data presented nonverballv. as in charts. maps. or
~traplls~ she said. "II will gi\·e
U.'> !.Orne J!encral idea about
studenis' ab1hty to under.-tand
major S<K:ial issues." Friend
Siild.

!'a.;;• IIi. l•;uly t:l()lllinn. fo'ebruary -1. 191!11
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'Put your love in printWith a Daily Egyptian Class~fied Love Ad

Deaclllne1:N p.M. TueHay. Feb. 12 for
publication Feb. 14, 1. . . (NO FOREIGN LANGUAGE)
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Name _______________________
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FOR $1.50.
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PoU shou'S public supports

Penalty to increase falll980
for breaking housing contract
Rv Andrew Zinner
Siaff Writer

The rules for breaking a
University housing contract will
be changed beginning with fall
semester 1980, according to
Sam Rinella. director of
housing. The new policy will put
a maximum of $.'i00 on charges a
student must pay for breaking a
contract at any time during the
school year, as well as requiring
six month notification bv anv
studt>nt who transfers to
another school.
Under the p~esent policy. a
student breakmg a contract
d.uing the fall semester must
pay the full rent until the end of
the semester. as well as onehalf the rent for spring
seme;ter, pltr m early termination fee ~ either $i5 or
$100.

Rinella explained f'lat under
the current rules. a student
moving out t'ither durir,g the
fall or early in the spring could
be charged much more than
$500. counting the early ter·
mination fee. A contract·
breaker will still have to pay
one-half the room rent for the
spring if leaving either during
or at the end of the fall
semester, plus t'arly termination fees. under the new
svstem. he added. This would
a'mount to either $279.50 or
$30>1.50 if the student waits till
the end of the fall semt'Ster.
A student can avoid the onehalf spring rent charge by
showing proof of marriage
within four weeks after check·
out. by transferring to another
school. or having a petition
approved by the Petitions
Revit>w Committee. under both
the present policy and the new
system.
But according to Jose})b
Gasser, assistant housi.Jg

dirf'Ctor for operations. no;
many students tra'lSfer 1 100-120
per semester 1. and even lt'SS get
married 130-401. "Those who
move off without valid excust>S
do it because they can afford the
charges," Gasser explained.
t'or those students who can't
afford S2i9 to get out of the
dorms. a valid excuse must be
submitted along with a petition
to the review committee. which
consists of eight io 1: University
officials. Gasser said. He said
valid excuses include personal
illness t requiring a note from
the familv doctor. and. if
necessary. -the Health Service I,
proof that a student is needed at
home, death, or other grave
emergencies in the immediate
family.
Gasser. who is chairman of
the committee. said that "80
percent of those coming before
the committee get their
petitions approved if they come
up with a legitimate reason."
Sophomore Mike Nadolski,
who thought he had a legitimate
excuse to get out of the dorms.
said he "fought the school for
four months, and received only
aggravation."
Nadolski, a radio-TV major.
said he suffered stomt!ch
disorders from eattng in
Trueblood Hall. botb because of
the food and the environment.
He added that he produced a
note from his family doctor
stating his problem, which
qualifies as a valid excuse
according to Gasser. The
response Nadolski ~tot from a
member of the housing staff
was. according to Nadolski,
"that anyone could get a note
from their doctor. Some doctors
wiD give notes fCH' anything."
Gasser said that in some
cases, when tbe · validity of a
stucient's S1clmess is in doubt.

Illinois job~ 7.1 percent
CHICAGO lAP) - The lines slowdowns In the housirw and
of the unemployed grew sub- auto indu.qries and a c:ontinuitW
stantially longer in Ultnois last strike at International Harmonth and the jobless rate was vester Co., which has been out
more tl>an three months.
worse than at any time in for_
Nationally. • the
unem~
almost 3 1.:1 years, government ployment rate struck an 18statistie; show.
month high of 6.2 percent in
The Labor Department said January, up from 5.9 percent
that 7.1 percent ol the workforce the previous month.
in the state was unable to find
Harrlwick said Dlinois apjobs. cor.1pared to 6.4 percent in
pears to have "caught up with
December.
The last time the unem· the nation as far as the
ployment rate was higher was recession goes."
in July 1975 when it hit 7.8
If the national eco11omy gets
percent, sa;d Harry Hardwick, worse, so will Illinois', he ~id.
director of research and "and it looks like we are tn a
analr.is for the Illinois Bureau huge slowdown."
of Employment Security.
"1'he housing market i.'i iust
He said the major causes in
the
increase were about nat ... he said.

sending troops to Persian Gulf
NEW YORK
tAPl
Americans say they are willing
to send U.S. troops to the
Persian Gulf if the Sovie:.S invade th.lt region, the Associa:.e.:
Prt'SS·NBC News poll shows.
Thus. the public supports the
thrust of the so-called "Carter
Doctrine'' put forward by
President Carter in his State of
the Union Mt'SSage in l:)te
January:
"Let our position be absolutely clear.
"An attempt by any outside
force to gain controi of the
Persian Gulf will be regarded
as an assault on the vital interests of the United States of
America and su.:h an ass:o•,Jt
will be repelled by any meaus
neces..•;ary. including milita:y
force."
In fact. the poll found
Americans almost as ~~lling to

housing may ask the student to
get notification from the Health
Service to assure validity. But.
according to Nadolski, no sut·h
request was made. and his
petition was denied.
That didn't end his battle.
thout:lt. he said. Nadolski went
to the Students' Attorney for
as.<:i.stance. hut said he was told
that thP attornt>y couldn't deal
w1th Nnflicts between students
and the University. His next
stop was the campus Ombudsman's office. and. accontng to Nadolski. they said
they receive many complaints
about breaking contracts.
Nadolski chargPd that ombudsman's personnel suggested
false reasons to get out of his
contract to him, and alsrsuggested that he drop some
class hours to get out. But a
spoke!<lllan for the ombudsmen's office said "all we do
~~~~students petitions. f!l.tt's
For these reasons. Nadolski
said he thought that "both the
review committee and the
ombudsman's office are incompetent. The committee
can't distinguish between a
. valid excuse and a bogus one."
Nadolski was somewhat
rewarded for his efforts,
though, he said. "They moved
me out of East Campus and put
me at Thompson Point." Since·
then. bc!cause of the more
relaxed envinmment at Lentz
Hall, Nadolski said he has not
experienced
any
health
problems.
1'hol.tdt feeling no physical
pain. Nadolski said he still
experience; mental anguish. "I
fftl trapped. I think that if a
student feels responsible
enough to live on his own, he
sbou1d be l'ble to," he sr.i.:l.

Coming Tuesday
&Wednesday
Nights

TwPnty-six percent said they
oppose s"Jch a use of U.S. troops
and 10 percent of the 1.600
adults interviewed nationwide
by telephone were not sure.
Only a slightly larger percentage - 67 percent - favored
U.S. troops fighting off a So~et
attack on Western Europe. U.S.
defense of Western Europe has,
of course. been a cornerstone of
American policy for decades.

••FREE SOUP''

Purc~seanv ~

sandwich and receive a FREE
bowl of homemade soup.
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Forlunchonly
Mon-Sat
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The Intel Notebook
Careers and Technology at Intel

The Microelectronics Revolutionand how you can be part of it.
See us on campus February 5.
Intel IS the actmow~ lea.1er m lour
mafll' produCt ateas. serrnconc.'uctor

rnemones. 111ictopr0CeS50. mk:tO-

compurer systems. anc:1 memo~ systems.
And W!fr& elde:'ldtng OUf lea<ler~hop

intodata-bae management

We have career opportUftflleS available

THE..
GREAT
ESCAPE

use U.S. military power to
defend the Persian Gulf as they
they are to defend Wesern
Europe.
Sixty-four percent of those
questi()ned Tuesday
and
Wednesday said they fa\or
sending troops "if the Soviets
invade the Persian Gulf. where
most of our imported oil comes
from."

at any of OY' lour great IOcabons -Callomta. Oregon. AriZona. or Te•as-tn:

0 Engtneerlng-clftign,

~and fabricatk,'l'l

c

deualop1Mt1t

lechntcalllerbting

If you want 10 be part of tne emergong

~revolub..111.anc:lar8

aboutiO,_aelegreeon~.
computer scienCe. sood-$1ale phy51CS. or
Cllemocal~. -·dlilleiOialk
wrth ~ If you haverft already Slgll4ld up
tr. -us. leellree 10 leave 'fOUII resume
wJthoneotour ~vesdunng
our IIISit or write to any of our lOcatiOns:

C.lifomia

~ RelaiiOOS
3065 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara. CA 95051

Q!!SI!!!!
Intel College Rela110ns
35b5 S.W 198th Avenue
AlOha. OR 97005

Arizona

lnt"' College RelatiOns
6401 w. Williams Field Road
Chandler. AZ 85224

...

~

;t;i'MRt1CoHege RelatiOns
12675 Research Boulevard
Austin. TX 78759

An Equal Opporturnty E·npiOyer M. FiH.

Happy Hour Specials
l-6pm
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Gymnasts fall to 17th-ranked LSU
Even though the men·
gymnastics team has lost fou.
straight n>~ts. Coach Bill
Meade stiU is optimistic. His
team's record fell to 2-4
Thursday night · as it lost to
Louisiana State, 263.95-253.75.
"We did real well until the
last two events," M~adesaid. "I
knew when it came down to the
last two events <the high bar
and the parallel bars l that it
would be our Waterloo.
"We performed much l-etter
than we did against against
Illinois State," Meade said.
"Things are looking up.
Hopefully, Dan 1\luenz will be
back in a couple of weeks and
we can replace those sixes and
sevens with nines."
The Salukis and Tigers were
in a virtual tie through the first
four events: The floor exercise,

pommel horse, rings and
vaulting.
SIU and LSU split the flJ'St
two events. SIU won the fiC'lr
exercise 44.3-42.4. Brian Babcock finished first with a 9.25
and Bob Barut finished third
with a 9.15. Ray Gnat led LSU,
finishing second with a 9.2.
LSU outscored SIU on the
pommel horse. 40.55-39.55 Dave
Schieble finished first with a
9.55, his highest score of the
year, and Babcock had 8.8.
The Tigers also won the rings.
44.35-43.3. Even though no Tiger
placed first, they had three
performers who scored a nine
or better. Babcock finished first
for SIU with a 9.45. his highest
score ol the evening.
SIU's best performance as a
team came on the vaulting
exercise. The Salukis tallied a
46, as five of six performers
scored a nine or better. Randy

AU-erounders

MVC tightens

By Ed Dougherty
Slaff Writer

pan' ll)MIIflllllf

88

By Tile Auee~«ed Press
M1ssouri Valley leader
Bradley fell to a charged-up
<O•IIaaal fr.t PIIJe 3)
Tulsa team while Creighton and
Indiana State crept back into
"We needed a high score the thick of the league
because a team average in the basketball title chase Saturday.
low 1305 might not qualifv for
Tulsa's Hurricane. smarting
nationals." Vogel added. from the Friday resignation of
"There are so many scores head coach Jim King, broke a
around the countrv in the high tive-game Bradley winning
1305 that to qualify, we'U need
streak with • 67-65 victory in
four meets in the 138-140 Tulsa.
range."
King, coach at Tulsa since

past Rlinois

Ugly questions created
by New Mexicosituation
the Arizona State football

So(\n, the federal investigation began. It appears
that the entire VlSl\1 athletics
program may have had ties
with organized crime. Ellenberger was fired. and his top
assistant. Manny Goldstein.
resigned. Goldstein. who was an
assistant at Southwestern
Louisiana when that school's
basketball program was put on
probation in 1973. engineered
Gilbert's faked transcript.
According to Ike Singer. t: Nl\1
as..<U>Ciate athletics director and
former academic coun.Ylor for
Lobo athletes. several New
Mexico players who had
American College Test I ACT I
scores of I and 2 were accepted
to the university. Singer said
the average ACT score for a
VNM freshman was between 17
and 20.
The whole episode makes one
wonder how many other schools
may be involved in the same
activities. Indeed. soon after the
faked transcripts at UNM were
revealed. other universities
were shown to have athletes
with falsified documents.
Along with the events within

program last fall.
the
revelations at New l\lexico raise
ugly questions about collegiate
sports in general.
How many athletes whose
grades and tesl scores couldn't
get them into a trade school. let
alone a four-year college. are
competing~ How many junior
college transfers 1and high
school recruits. for that matter I
have false transcripts, listing
courses that never were taken'!
How many college football
and basketball games are
marred by gambling? How
many events have been dumped, and how often have points
been shaved?
Perhaps the ugliest question
of all: Is organized crime involved
with
collegiate
athl.~tics~ Ctrtainly. it doesn't
help that point spreads are
listed
in
major
daily
ne-A-spapers such as the Chicago
Tribune.

.~eau6ful JJerlde
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Bettis' 9.25, was SIU's best and
good enough for third place.
Matt Baker finished first for
LSU with a 9.45.
LSU came into the f1nal two
events only .05 points behind the
Salukis and that was close
enough for the Tigers. who were
enterin" their two best events.
The LSU gymnasts finished
first. second and third in the last
two f'vents and outscored the
Salukis, 90.85-80.6. SIU's best
performance of the final two
was from Babcock who finished
fourth on the high bar with a 9.0.
Darrel Kerbel of LSU had the
highest score of the meet. He
had a 9.65 on the high bar.
Schieble had the highest score
of the evening until Kerbel. who
was tbe evenil)IJ'S final performer, ICCftCI bia IU&.
Babcock won the all-arour.!i
with a 54.75, 2.4 ~ints ahead of
LSU's Corey Ke1fner.

Braves fall

1975,

cited his team's disap-

pointing 6-12 record in stepping
down in mid-season. He was
replaced by assistant coach DiU

Franey.
It was only Bradley's second
Valley loss and dropped the
Braves to 8-2 with three weeks
of conference competition
remaining.
Meanwhile, Creighton
upended WichiUI State. 92-81, to
imprO"!e its record to 7-3, good
for second place in the Valley.
New Mexico State, at 4--l, and
West Texas State, at 5-5, are
tied for fourth in the Valley.
Wichita State and Tulsa are
both 4-6 for shares of sixth
place, while Drake is 3-5, good
tor eighth place.
The three Valley leaders meet
in the c:aming week in a series of
games that ";11 do much to
decide which one takes home
the regular season crown.
Creighton is at Bradley
Thursday and at Indiana State
Saturday
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Purdue defeats Indiana;
n1oves into Big Ten lead
By 'lbe t\sHCiated Press

That four-way tie for first
place in the Big Ten basketbull
race didn't last very long.
Purdue took care of Indiana and
Wisconsin and Iowa pulled off
major upsets Saturday.
But a logjam stiU exists in
what is developing into one of
the closest races in league
history.
"It wasn't a beautifullv
played gauae by any stretch of
the imagination." said Coach
Lee Rose of Purdue's 56-51
triumph over Indiana which left
the Boilermakers alone in first
place with a 7-3 conference
mark. "but it was a typical Big
Ten contest "
Dropping into second place

with 6-4 records and one game
off the pace were Ohio State.
lndi:.na and Minnesota. Ohio
State suffered its third straight
loss and second in eight days to
Wisconsin, 70-67; and Minnesota, playing at home, suffered a 73-63 loss to Iowa.
Michigan blasted Northwestern 76-57 and Michigan
State, coming from the outside.
whipped Illinois 68-59 for thf'
Spartans' fifth victory in the
last :;ix games.
Iowa, Michigan and Michigan
State are all 5-5 and qpl:f two
games behind league-leading
Purdue.
The next round in the dogfight
is scheduled Thursday rught
with Michigan at Ohio State.

More ...
Compare ~urself ...

Summit Offers

Roundtrip Packages.
·ve'n Save Packages
Activities!
Daytona-Beach-March 15-22
Oluxurious Lodging-Whitehall Inn
0 2 heated pools ORestaurant OCocktail Lounge
0 Gulf Motorccw::h 0 Moonliglt Party Cruise [j Disney
0 Roundtrip Pkg. $179.00 Drive'n Save Pkg. $99.00
Ft. Lauderdale-Prime Location
0 Beautiful Lauderdale Beach Hotel on the Ocean
0 Drive'n Save $109-March 16-21
March 15-22
Padre Island
r@ 6 daysts nights
c~ limit~
Hurry.
OCondominiurr.
Space
CSnorkeling
( '<:~ .. 942-4477
c~...~ Diving
If)"=-~ (Herrin)
Driven Save Pkg. $89.00 ' · Bruce Henley
Br.,.ers No. Me

1311519

....

TENANTS:.

DO YOUR RATS AND ROACHES . . , ·
LIVE BEnER tHAN YOU DO?
-

In most cases, the Carbondale Housing
Code requires your landlord tt> eliminate
any rodents and insects that may be intesting your residence.
John, your Director of the Code Enforcem&nt Division of Carbondc'e will speak
at the next meeting of IPIRG.

Monday, Feb. 4
1:31 p.m. Ballroom A, Student Center
Know your rights as a tenant and learn about IPIRG.
Illinois Public Interest Research GrO:p 3rd Fl. Student Center

Lewis Lloyd is coming

to town! I
The Valley's newest
superstar will be here on
Thursday as he leads his Dralce
team Into the SIU Arena.
Student tlckwtl go on sale

'f~..-., morning at the SIU

Athletic Tlcl&et OHice. Only 51~
w/a paid t . . statement.

S{U vs. DRAKE 1.!.
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Salulds fall short of ISU, 68-64
cc• .-.. ,.._Pate ze1
back. the Salukis were forced to
foul the Sycamores. ISU's Carl
Nicks. who finished the game
with 30 points, went to the freethrow line 17 limes. The
~~:e~ scored 24 points at
Ironically. it was ISU's freethrow shooting, or lack of. late
in the game that gave •"e
Salulus the ball.
"Late in the game we decided
to foul IBradl Miley and Nicks.
which \l·orked out well because
they missed their shots and we

were at.le to get the rebound."
Gottfried said.
ISU's missed free-throws and
~!~~nds weren't enough.
Gottfried said he was pleased
by his squad's comeback. but
the team's inconsistency
bothered him.
"I don't know how we could
play S0 poorm•!Jh inbethtteerfirs
.nt hthealf
a nd 50
....
1
second." Gottfried said.
"We could have packed it all
in at halftime. but we didn't."
the coach added. "It shows the
team has a lot of character.··

Matmen lose

Not having someone to
wrestle in the heavyweight
class finally caught up with the
Saluki wrestlers Friday night
against Illinois State at the

SIU shot 33 percent from the
field for the night. Charles
Moore missed all of .his attempts, as did Scott Russ.
Darnall Jones and Ed Thomas.
The Salukis took more shots in
the second half, 46, than the
Sycamores did the entire game.
Two players, Nance and
Abrams. fouled out. Barry
Smtth and Lawrence Stubblefield each had four.

Because it had to forfeit the
heavyweiJdlt class. SIU gave up
a valuabfe six points to the
Redbirds in the 26-15 loss. which
dropped SIU's dual meet record

Gervin, Bird lead East past West
~y ne Assecialed Press
Get'rge Gervin scored 34
points and rookie Larry Bird hit
a three-point field goal to break
a tie in overtime and lead the
East to a 144-136 victory over
the West Sunday in the 30th
annual National Basketball
Association AJI.Star Game.
• The East blew a 17-point
fourth-quarter lead but carr.~ on
to win when Bird's shotfrom the
left side snapped a 1~136
deadlock ";th 1:40 left in the
five-minute overtime.
Eddie Johnson of Atlanta
followed with a layup for the

East. Houston's 1\foses Malone
sank one free throw and then
Bia·d. Boston's rookie star.
tipped a loose ball to Gervin for
a layup with 49 seconds left that
produced the final margin.
It only was the second time
the All.Star Game has gone into
overtime. The other was the
fourth game of the series. on
Jan. 21, 1954. when the East
beat the West 98-93 in New
York.
Gervin. the ~foot-7 guard of
the San Antonio Spurs who leads
the league with a 33.6 average
and is gunning for his third

to

Character might have kept
the Salukis in the game,
because the statistics. except
for the final score. !>how SfU
should not have come close.

straight scorint~ title, had 13
points in the third period when
the East surged from a halftime
tie to a 108-91 lead with a 44point period.
But the We-;t came back.
using a lineup that had ctmters
Kara-m Abdui-Jabbar and Jack
Sikma on the floor at the same
time. The West reeled off 11
straight points early in the
fourth quarter and fimHy drew
even 120-120on a driving basket
by Paul Westphal.

Arena.

to2~.

Wrestling Coach Linn Long
said that heavyweights are hard
to come by.
"It's difficult to find big
people who are agile enough to
wrestle without being involved
in other things." he said. "All of
our potential heavyweight

Hlinois State
material is out on the football
field."
Senior Mike Delgatti got
things rolling for the Salukis in
the first match. 118 pounds. by
pinning his opponent seven
minutes into the match. Tim
Dillick, 126 pounds, IO!It 17-4.
leaving his dual meet record at
3-4.
Jar!t Woltjer. 142 pounds.
ov!.iasted his Redbird rival and
bung on to a ~2 victory. Gus
Kallai, the team·s most consistent wrestler in dual meets.
dropped a tough H decision.
The freshman from Barberton.
Ohio is 4-3 in dual meets. tHO
overall.

We've Been Listening to You!
Car-r Planning announces a new
procedure in scheduling appointments.
A cou...l • will ... •vollalale for welk-Ins
tlurtng the following hours:
Mon through Thurs. 1:31em-11:3hm
Mon through Thurs. 1.......:31pm

- -

COMPUTER SCIENCEBUSINESS SENIORS
~~~
(OIIC*If (INII(AU10\ tlllllt ...oriiC:h

SO%-Shop now for fashions at
savl.... ll•• you've never
Mforeenloyed

~

tlwd ~ Di11a ~ Ca--

I*IP• .._ aobn! c:..-r ocoortunatia.. If you art sraduabn9
with a IS or ,_,.S in CompuW Science, or Busaness with a c:onCC•ltrallon in tata Procasift!, ~
have challenging career opportunities in:
• Business Application
Programming
• Computer Aided Design I
Manufacturing
• Systems Programming
• Interactive Graphics Systems

MCDONNELL

·~

-~~

• lltiil ~ IIMC9i1WIWII$
•EI'S"Aftf~~

Programmtng
Make an intemcw appointment
at your Ptacement Office now. A
MCAUTO Manager will be conducting interviews on:

Tuact.y

....
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ChipC8hofs
Scott Stahmer

New Mexico incidents
mise ugly questions

Staff photo by Dwigh• Nole

SIU's Wayne Abrams tries to stnllhe ball from
Indiana S&a&e'a Dale Brackins during &be

Sycam•ea' 1111-M wiD Sa&Drday at the Arena.
Allrams sc:•N Z8 points, a careet" bicb.

Gambling, bribery, mail fraud. Hardly crimes you'd associate~
with a major c:ollege athletir:< .,rogram.
But ttw&e are the wrongdomgs federal authorities are talking
about in connection with the athletics department at the University
of New Mexico. Specifically, a federal grand jury is inveO;tigating
the practice of point shaving, possibly even dumping of games.
Point shaving takes place when a favored team wins by less than
the "spread" set by bookmakers. A game is dumped when the
favorite loses intentionally.
The situation within the University of New Mexico's athletics
department is a mess. And that's putting it mildly.
SIU's athletics budget difficulties are pretty smiill potatoes
compared to the probfems at UNM.
The troubles at UNM began last November. Prior to that, the
Lobo basketball team had been expected to battle Brigham Young
for the Western Athletic Conference championship.
Lobo Head Coach Norm Ellenberger had built a successful
program in Albuquerque. Two years ago, New Mexico won 24
games, captured the WAC title, made the NCAA tournament and
was ranked in the top 10 for most of the season.
Last year, the Lobos won 18 games and made the National In·
vitational Tournament.
Ellenberger became the head coach at UNM in 1912 after current
Indiana State Athletics Director Bob King resigned. Going into this
season, the 48-year~ld Ellenberger's teams averaged 18 wins per
year.
Ellenberger, a slick recruiter, was known for his long hair.
flashy clothing and volatile coaching style. He dressed the Lobos in
turquoise uniforms, and employed a fast-breaking, full-i:ourtpressing, high-scoring style of play_
The New Mexico fans loved It, turning Lobo basketball into a
statewide frenzy. Cr<>Wds of 17,000 packed University Arena, one of
the largest fieldhouses in college basketball, for every home game.
Ellenberger built his teams with players from junior colleges.
This practice eventually was the coach's downfall.
In November, it was discovered that Craig Gilbert. a transfer
from California's Oxnard Junior College, had received credits for
several courses he never had taken. He was declared ineligible.
Other Lobo players were found to have done the same thing. Soon.
UNM was down to six "real" basketball players. Football players
and walk~ filled out the squad.
IC~••f'li
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Saluki rally falls short of Sycamores
By Marll Pabkb
S&aff Wri&er
Question:
The
Saluki
basketball team's performance
Saturday rrlght against Indiana
State was: A> a dismal offensive display, B) hopeless
after being down by 22 points,
C> a dramatic comeback. Dl
almost the biggest upset of the
VaUey season, E> all of the
above.
Answer: E> all of the above.
1be 1.1ame. which SIU lost 6864. was strange, to say the least.
1be Salukis were down by 22
points with 17 minutes

remaining in the secord half,
when a few things ha:'!Jened
that almOBt gave SIU the win.
1be crowd of 6.300. which
booed the Salukis at halftime
for shooting 24 percent and
scoring 14 points, suddenly went
beserk and stood up, clapping
for the remainder of the game.
The players. who earlier in the
game seemed to go through tht"
motions of playing basketball,
answered the crowd and started
eating away at the Sycamores'
lead.
Head Coach Joe Gottfried
said the crowd had a tremeo-

g:ss!rut:.tfi:s~~~~~tdi~r:~

second half.

"During the time-out. we told
everyone we still had a lot of
time len to make up the point
difference,'' Gottfried said.
"1be crowd made a difference.
They helped the game tum
around."
Freshman Charles Nance
grabbed a rebound and slammed it home in one big motion
with 12:10 left in the game.
Nance's dunk put the Salukis
into high gear, as ISU's lead
began to slowly dwindle.

"Charles Nance wP.s a major
force in the secood half,"
Gottfried said. "He'll play more
from now on. He'll make a big
difference in scoring and
rebounding."
Nance finished the game with
nine points and seven rebounds.
Wa)ne Abrams scored a career
high 28 points and Barry Smith
added 22.
Nance, Abrams and Smith
combined for 59 of SIU's 64
points. something Gottfried said
must change.
"We need a better, more
balanced scorin~ effort from

everyone." he said. "We had
another cold spell in the game
that lasted more than seven
minutes.
"It's been frustrating like
that aD year" Gottfried said.
"We're cold for so long, then
when we begin scoring again.
time is a factor."
Time worked against the
Salukis at the end of the game.
At one point, SIU was within two
points. 64-62, of tying the game.
Less than one minute remained.
In attempts to gain the ball
CC..till•fd . .
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All-arounders pace gymnasts to 1vin
Bv Rick Klatt
staff Writer
It may have taken them
longer than expected, but the
1979-80 lad;. gymnasts finally
have arri~>ed.
Led hy their four all·
arounders, Pam Harrington,
\'al Painton, Lori Erickson and
1\laureen Hennessey, SIU
downed a strong Illinois team.
138.35-134.90. The victory improved the Salukis' dual meet
record to 2-3: the lllinfs record
dipped to 3-2.
"We needed this kind of win
badly," Coach Herb Vot~el said.
"Our scores haven't been real
good so far. so this tells us we
can do it. But, we still got a
ways to go_"
TheSalukis led the meet from
- • the outset, outscoring Illinois
34.90-34.45 in vaulting, 33.7032.80 in uneven bars, 33.95-33.30
in balance beam and 35.80-34.35
in noor exercise.
"We almost gave it away in
the bars," the 16-year coach
sarouidt,:nes
.. Fhiafty mpe
_ssesrce_~! of our
d
One routine that was executed
well. according to Vogel. was
team captain Hennessey's. She
Page :Ill. Daily E11yptian, February
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notched a meet·high 8.8 in the
event.
"Last week in practice, I did
my bar sets by myself." the
Essex Junction, Vt. native said.
"I think that really helped me. I
felt real good throughout the
entire routine."
Hennessey also recorded a 8.7
in the floor exercise - her
highest score ever in the event.
"Maureen does exactly what
you want," Vogel said of the
feisty team captain. "If she
makes a mistake, you know it's
an honest one because she
doesn't quit.''
Illinois' Mimi Eberle took
first place in the all-around,
scoring a 35.30. She was
fallowed by SIU's Harrington,
35.1~. and Painton, 34.80. The
Saiulds' Erickson was fifth,
34.25, and Hennessey sixth,
33.95.
Among the Salukis, the trio of
Harrington, Painton and
Erickson took the top three
places m aU but the bars.
Freshman Harrington took first
in
9.10, and seconds in
vauhing, 8.8, beam, 8.75, and
bars. 8.5.
SoJ.flomore Painton took first
4, 1!1110

g,,...,

in the beam. 9.0, second in floor,
8.95, and third in vaulting. 8.6.
Erickson, in her first Arena
appearance. placed first in
vauting, 8.95. second in floor,
9.05, and third in beam. 8.3.
"Lori actually didn't have a
good meet." Vogel said of the
two-time Illinois state champion. "She missed a few simple
things on bars and could be
better on the beam. But she
helps a great deal.
"And I said before the meet I
thought Val's scores would
improve as the season
prouessed," he added. "She
held back in the floor and still
scored a 8.95."
Illinois' Eberle had the
highest score in the meet, a 9.2
in the floor exercise. Eberle was
the top scorer for the lllini in
every event.
"It was a good win because
we didn't show everything we
c:an do," Vogel said. "We won't
until later this month. when we
start putting it aU together for
the regional and natioDal meets.
We're IOilll te increase difficulty slowly.
.
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